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Executive Summary 

The scope of D4.5 is to document the efforts undertaken within the context of all tasks of WP4, namely 

the Task 4.1 – Platform Technology Requirements and Integration Components Analysis, the Task 4.2 

– User Stories from Pilots for Big Maritime Data Exploitation, the Task 4.3 – Components’ and APIs’ 

Definition and Design and the Task 4.4 – BigDataOcean Scalable Architecture Design. The main 

objective of the current deliverable is to provide the final comprehensive documentation of the 

BigDataOcean platform architecture, as well as of all the platform’s components design and 

specifications. This deliverable is the final deliverable of WP4 and is building directly on top of the 

outcomes and knowledge extracted from the previous deliverables of this work package in order to 

provide the complete documentation that contains all the adjustments and optimisations that were 

incorporated in the platform’s architecture and the platform’s components as a result of the WP4 

activities. 

Towards this end, the primary objective of the current deliverable is to provide the final detailed 

documentation of the BigDataOcean platform architecture. Within this context, the document at hand 

presents the final high-level architecture of the platform, focusing on the role of each component of 

the platform, as well as the interactions between them in order to enable the realisation of the desired 

workflows. Within this description, the main features and functionalities of each component are also 

presented. Furthermore, the complete list of technologies and tools utilised within the context of the 

BigDataOcean platform is presented. Moreover, the detailed information for the design and 

implementation of the data ingestion mechanism of the platform is provided, describing the complete 

flow of information and the interactions between the involved components.  

In addition, the final high-level architecture of the platform, the current deliverable provides the final 

detailed documentation of the platform’s components. At first, the detailed documentation of the design 

and functionalities of each component is presented and the updates from the previous version are 

highlighted. Following the design and functionalities, the list of addressed requirements is documented 

along with the respective performance indicators for each component. Finally, the final list of 

technologies and tools that are utilised by each component for their implementation according to their 

design and specifications is presented, as well as the technical interfaces that are provided by each 

component in order to facilitate the integration of the platform. 

The outcomes of this deliverable will serve as the basis for the implementation and the release of the 

BigDataOcean Platform Final Release, which constitutes as the release of the final version of the 

BigDataOcean platform that will be delivered on M30. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Objective of the deliverable 

The scope of D4.5 is to document the efforts undertaken within the context of all tasks of WP4, namely 

the Task 4.1 – Platform Technology Requirements and Integration Components Analysis, the Task 4.2 

– User Stories from Pilots for Big Maritime Data Exploitation, the Task 4.3 – Components’ and APIs’ 

Definition and Design and the Task 4.4 – BigDataOcean Scalable Architecture Design. 

D4.5 is building directly on top of the outcomes and knowledge extracted from the previous deliverables 

of the WP4 where the updates of the high-level architecture of the platform were presented and updates 

on the design and functionalities of the platform’s components were documented. The previous 

deliverable, namely the D4.4, provided the updated documentation for the optimisations and 

adjustments that were performed in both the high-level architecture, as well as in the components of 

the platform that were driven by the thorough analysis of the evaluation and the feedback that was 

received by the project’s pilots and all end-users of the platform. As the project evolved and the 

evaluation of the platform is an ongoing continuous process that provides additional feedback to 

platform’s developers, the features and functionalities of the platform received further optimisations 

and adjustments based on the comprehensive analysis of the continuous feedback that is received. 

Towards this end, the objective of this deliverable is to provide the final documentation of the 

BigDataOcean high-level architecture that incorporates all the essential updates and decisions taken in 

the course of development of the BigDataOcean platform. The final high-level architecture addresses 

all the identified user requirements and provides the optimised services to the end-users of the platform 

with advanced security and performance. Moreover, the current deliverable presents the final 

documentation of the components of the platform, presenting the latest information of the design and 

functionalities undertaken, the requirements met, along with the performance indicators for each 

component. Additionally, the final documentation includes the latest information with regard to the 

technologies and tools utilised within the context of each component, as well as the latest details on 

the implementation of the technical interfaces implemented by each component towards the 

implementation of the final integrated platform. For coherency reasons, the current document contains 

also information included in deliverable D4.4, indicating the updates from the previous version on each 

section. 

The document at hand concludes all activities performed in this work package containing the final high-

level architecture, as well as the final documentation of the components of the platform, that will drive 

the implementation and the release of the final version of the BigDataOcean platform, namely the 

BigDataOcean Platform Final Release, that will be delivered on M30. 

1.2 Structure of the deliverable 

Deliverable 4.5 is organised in five main sections as indicated in the table of contents. 

1. The first section introduces the deliverable. It documents the scope of the deliverable and 

briefly describes how the document is structured. It also documents the positioning of the 

deliverable in the project, namely the relation of the current deliverable with the other 

deliverables, and how the knowledge produced in the other deliverables and work-packages 

served as input to the current deliverable. 
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2. Following the introduction, section 2 documents the final high-level architecture of the platform 

describing all the components of the platform and their core functionalities, focusing also on 

the interaction between the components towards the realisation of the BigDataOcean platform’s 

workflows. Moreover, the final list of technologies and tools utilised within the platform is 

illustrated. Additionally, the data ingestion process is presented, providing the necessary 

information on the design of the process, as well as the performance achieved. 

3. Section 3 provides the final documentation of the components composing the platform’s 

architecture. For each component the final design and specifications are documented, as well 

as the functionalities of the platform that the component is implementing, indicating the 

updates from the previous version. The interactions between the components are documented 

with the use of sequence diagrams and the technical requirements are mapped to the 

components. In this section, the performance indicators for each component along with the 

technologies and tools utilised are also presented. Finally, the interfaces implemented by each 

component (when available) are documented. 

4. Section 4 reports the conclusions of the deliverable outlining the main findings of the 

deliverable. 

5. At the end of the current document, three annexes are included. Annex I is documenting the 

mapping between the technical requirements and the platform components while Annex II is 

documenting the mapping between the platform components and the technical requirements. 

Annex III presents the documentation of the interfaces using the Swagger framework1. 

 

1.3 Positioning within the project 

Deliverable D4.5 is the outcome of the efforts undertaken within the context of all the tasks of WP4, 

namely the Task 4.1, the Task 4.2, the Task 4.3 and the Task 4.4. D4.4 builds upon the outcomes of 

the efforts carried out within the context of WP4 till M21 when the deliverable D4.4 was delivered. D4.5 

receives as input the updated high-level architecture of the BigDataOcean platform, as well as the 

platform components identified along with the specified design and specifications. Moreover, the 

feedback received on the BigDataOcean platform Release 3.00 that was released in M24, as 

documented in D5.5, serves as an input for the optimisations and refinements introduced on both the 

platform and the platform’s components. 

 

                                                

1 Swagger, https://swagger.io/ 
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2 High level architecture 

2.1 High level architecture description 

The high-level architecture of the BigDataOcean platform has been designed after carefully analysing 

all the elicited technical requirements of the platform, as well as after the overall analysis of all the 

involved stakeholders and the high-level picture of the expected behaviour of the platform. The results 

of this analysis had driven the design of the concrete components that were later integrated into a 

logical diagram that facilitates the complete information flow that led to the design of the high-level 

architecture of the platform. 

Within the high-level architecture of the platform, this complete information flow is described in the 

form of interactions between the various components of the platform that were designed in order to 

enable the implementation of the designed workflows. The high-level architecture of the platform 

depicts all the entire lifecycle of the BigDataOcean platform that includes the retrieval of new datasets 

originating from heterogeneous data sources, their semantic annotation with extensive metadata, their 

parsing and storage in a high-availability storage and their exploration with advanced queries, 

visualisations and analytics in accordance with the maritime data value chain of BigDataOcean. 

The high-level architecture of BigDataOcean was designed in a modular way facilitating easy 

maintenance, modifiability and extensibility. It is composed by a set of interconnected components that 

were carefully designed with distinct characteristics, specific role and functionalities towards the 

realisation of the envisioned workflows and offerings of the platform. As the project evolved, the high-

level architecture was re-evaluated and received several refinements and enhancements in order to 

address new end user requirements and provide additional features and functionalities that were driven 

by the evaluation and feedback received by the stakeholders of the platform.  

Furthermore, the existing features and functionalities of the platform received additional optimisations 

and updates in order to enhance the provided services to the end-users, as well as to optimise the 

performance of the platform. Additionally, the consortium focused also on increasing the platform’s 

performance, efficiency and offerings, as well as on upgrading the platform’s security and user 

experience to enable the evolvement of the platform into a powerful and innovative big data analytics 

platform. Towards this end, new technologies and tools have been introduced and utilised in the 

BigDataOcean platform in the course of development, either to replace existing ones in order to better 

address the identified requirements or to enable the new features and functionalities that were 

introduced. 

The final version of the high-level architecture of the BigDataOcean platform is illustrated in Figure 2-1. 

This final version includes all the refinements and updates that were introduced in the course of the 

development of the BigDataOcean platform. Moreover, it served as the basis for the implementation of 

the BigDataOcean Platform Release 3.00 and will serve as the basis for the implementation of the final 

release of the platform, namely the BigDataOcean Platform Final Release. 
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Figure 2-1: BigDataOcean’s final high-level architecture 

At first, two optional tools are offered, namely the Anonymiser and the Cleanser tools, both 

facilitating the data preparation process. The Anonymiser is providing the required anonymisation 

processes that deal with the privacy issues, the protection of personal, sensitive data and the risk 

elimination of unintended disclosure. The Cleanser is the second optional offline tool offering the 

cleansing functionalities for the detection and correction of corrupted, incomplete or incorrect records 

from a dataset. The Cleanser provides the necessary mechanisms to replace, modify or eliminate the 

identified erroneous data.  

Following the optional components for anonymisation and cleansing purposes, the data ingestion of the 

BigDataOcean platform provides the means to ingest new datasets in the platform. As the platform 

receives a variety of heterogeneous datasets from different sources varying in size and refresh rate, as 

well as in the format and type of information, the implementation of an effective and timely efficient 

automated process that enables the automatic retrieval, semantic enrichment and parsing of the 

incoming datasets was essential. For this purpose, a set of components has been designed and 

implemented, namely the File Handler, the Harmonisation Tool, the Vocabulary Repository and 
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the File Parser. Within this automated process, the Apache Kafka2 was introduced as its core 

component and the File Handler, Harmonisation Tool and the File Parser components were 

interconnected through Kafka towards the implementation of automated execution flow for the 

ingestion of new datasets. 

The File Handler undertakes the responsibility to handle the incoming requests for uploading or 

downloading datasets from data sources in raw format. More specifically, the File Handler is enabling 

the storage of new datasets in raw format such as NetCDF, CSV and Excel files in the Hadoop 

Distributed File System3 (HDFS) storage, while also providing the scheduling mechanisms to 

automatically connect and retrieve new dataset from a data source in a preconfigured time range. The 

Harmonisation Tool encapsulates the semantic annotation of the datasets utilising the ontologies and 

vocabularies provided by the Vocabulary Repository. The Harmonisation Tool is providing the semantic 

enrichment of the dataset by mapping the contents of the dataset with the well-defined semantics of 

a domain, introducing semantic relationships to provide information for the dataset and its relationship 

with other datasets. The Harmonisation Tool enables the automatic metadata creation for a new dataset 

with the use of pre-existing metadata profiles. The newly created metadata of the dataset are stored 

in the dedicated Dataset Metadata triple store incorporated in the Harmonisation Tool and can be 

retrieved using the Harmonisation Tool API and/ or SPARQL endpoint. The Vocabulary Repository is 

enabling importing, managing, querying and interlinking vocabularies for the maritime domain. For the 

development of the Vocabulary Repository, the Linked Open Vocabularies open source tool (LOV) has 

been selected as basis from the list of tools analysed in deliverable D2.1, due to the consortium 

experience with the tool. The File Parser is undertaking the parsing and normalisation process of the 

semantically enriched datasets that are currently in raw format in order to extract the information 

included and to store it the Apache Hive4 storage solution of the Big Data Storage. To meet its 

goals and overcome any performance and efficiency issues, the File Parser incorporates a distributed 

asynchronous approach with multiple running instances executing parallel processing. 

The Big Data Storage provides the storage capabilities of the BigDataOcean platform. One core part of 

the Big Data Storage component is the HDFS file system, which is the de-facto solution for managing 

and storing large datasets with high performance and scalability. The second storage solution is Hive. 

Hive is a data warehouse software providing an abstraction layer on top of datasets residing in HDFS, 

offering functionalities such as reading, writing, and management of these datasets, while also offering 

data query and analysis functionalities with an SQL-like interface. On top of Hive, Presto5 has been 

also utilised. Presto is an open source distributed SQL query engine capable of running fast analytics 

queries against datasets residing on Hive with great performance.  

For the purposes of BigDataOcean, Apache Spark6 has been selected as the cluster-computing 

framework. Spark is offering the processing engine suitable for analysis with a combination of speed, 

performance, reliability and efficiency. Spark is also offering cluster management with data parallelism 

                                                

2 Apache Kafka, https://kafka.apache.org/ 

3 Hadoop HDFS, https://hadoop.apache.org/docs/r3.1.1/hadoop-project-dist/hadoop-

hdfs/HdfsDesign.html 

4 Apache Hive, https://hive.apache.org/ 

5 Presto, https://prestodb.io/ 

6 Spark, https://spark.apache.org/ 
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and fault-tolerance suitable for the needs of the BigDataOcean platform. Apache Hadoop YARN7 is 

supplementing the cluster management offered by Spark. YARN is providing a centralised platform 

responsible for the resource management and scheduling. YARN is offering the support of multiple data 

processing engines enabling Spark with extended functionalities like enhanced resource management, 

job scheduling and monitor tools over the cluster nodes and the necessary security mechanisms. Spark 

and YARN have been selected based on the analysis performed in the context of the deliverable D2.1 

as the most suitable and appropriate solutions and also based on the consortium experience. 

The Query Designer is the innovative graphical user interface enabling the exploration, combination 

and expression of simple or complex queries on top of the available datasets. Query Designer is 

eliminating the need of experience with formal query languages or knowledge of the structure of the 

underlying data, providing an easy, efficient and friendly way to define queries over multiple datasets 

with a variety of predefined filters. The produced queries can be utilised in order to retrieve data from 

the Big Data Storage or can be utilised by other components, such as the Service Builder and the 

Visualiser in order to retrieve the required data for the analysis or visualisation respectively. 

The Service Builder is enabling the execution of advanced analytics over multiple datasets that are 

available on the Big Data Storage. Within the context of the Service Builder, new services can be created 

by the users with the aim of performing analytics on top of the BDO platform. Additionally, the Service 

Builder is providing the necessary toolset in order to initiate, customise and monitor the execution of 

the created services. For the service creation the Apache Zeppelin8 has been utilised from the list of 

Notebooks analysed in deliverable D2.1 due to the built-in Apache Spark integration and APIs offered. 

The Visualiser is enabling the visualisation capabilities of the BigDataOcean platform. The Visualiser 

offers a variety of interactive data visualisations that can be utilised for the visual representation of the 

platform’s datasets, as well as for the visual representation of the execution results of either the queries 

composed by the Query Designer or the analysis conducted by the Service Builder. 

The Dashboard Builder is facilitating the creation of dynamic dashboards and reports that can be 

also stored for later usage. Within the context of the Dashboard Builder, custom dashboards, that are 

tailored upon the user’s needs and contain multiple visualisations of different types, can be created and 

saved. 

The Access Controller is providing the overall security mechanism of the BigDataOcean platform and 

is responsible for controlling the access of a user to the different resources of the platform, such as the 

datasets, the services and the dashboards. The Access Controller implements an Attribute-Based Access 

Control (ABAC) scheme and receives requests when a user tries to access a resource. By evaluating a 

set of policies based on attributes of the related parts, a decision is made to grant or deny the access. 

An in-depth description of the functionalities and the technical details for each component of the 

platform is presented in Section 3 of the current deliverable. 

In addition to the high-level architecture, the following figure illustrates the technologies and tools 

utilised within the context of the BigDataOcean platform. The details for the technologies and tools 

utilised by each component are described in corresponding subsections of section 3. 

                                                

7 YARN, https://hadoop.apache.org/docs/current/hadoop-yarn/hadoop-yarn-site/YARN.html 

8 Apache Zeppelin, https://zeppelin.apache.org/ 
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Figure 2-2: BigDataOcean platform technologies and tools 

 

2.2 Data Ingestion 

In general, the datasets received by the BigDataOcean platform are highly heterogeneous, originating 

from various sources of the maritime-related domains and are available in multiple formats and at 

different velocities. As such, to cope with these heterogeneous datasets an efficient and effective 

process was required in order to enable the ingestion of these datasets into the BigDataOcean platform. 

In the design of such a data ingestion process, a variety of parameters were taken into consideration, 

such as the availability, the size and the refresh rate of the incoming dataset, which are strongly related 

to the nature of the data source, the type of dataset, as well as the type of information included in the 

dataset. In the following subsection the implemented data ingestion process of the BigDataOcean 

platform is presented along with the execution steps of the process. 
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2.2.1 BigDataOcean data ingestion process 

The data ingestion process was designed having in mind that the process should be automated and the 

need for any on-demand execution of steps or manual intervention should be eliminated. Furthermore, 

the process was designed in a way that all possible performance issues are well-addressed. 

The final high-level architecture of the BigDataOcean presented in Section 2.1, contains a series of 

functionalities and technologies, both at a component and architecture level, in order to enable the 

realisation of this automated asynchronous data ingestion process. 

The core component of the data ingestion process is the Apache Kafka. Kafka provides the unified, 

high-throughput, low-latency stream-processing engine with high performance in the processing of 

real-time data feeds, as well as the highly-scalable publish / subscribe message queue. This message 

queue is the core part of the automated asynchronous process as it interconnects in an asynchronous 

manner the various steps of the process. More specifically, two Kafka topics are utilised, namely the 

topic A containing information for the new available datasets in the HDFS storage solution that are 

ready to be semantically enriched and the topic B containing information for the new semantically-

enriched datasets that have not been parsed yet. The utilisation of Kafka in the data ingestion process 

required some updates and modifications in the initial design of the components that are involved in 

the process, namely the File Handler, the Harmonisation Tool and the File Parser, in order to successfully 

integrate them with Kafka. These components have been enhanced in order to be able to produce or 

subscribe for message on the two aforementioned Kafka topics. 

Within the data ingestion process, the File Handler component is responsible for the process of 

downloading from a data source and uploading of a new dataset in the HDFS storage solution in raw 

format. In addition to this, the File Handler is providing a scheduling functionality, where a connection 

is established to a specified data source in order to enable automatic data retrieval in a preconfigured 

time range. 

The File Parser is responsible for the parsing and normalisation process of the raw datasets that have 

been semantically enriched in order to be stored in the Hive storage solution through Presto. However, 

the parsing and normalisation process is a timely-consuming process. Thus, the data ingestion process 

was designed to parse more than one dataset at the time in order to avoid the creation of serious 

performance issues. To achieve this, a distributed asynchronous approach was adopted. More 

specifically, in the data ingestion process multiple instances of the File Parser are running and are 

subscribed to the topic B of Kafka. Once a new dataset is ready to be parsed, a new message is 

produced in the topic and the running instances are notified in order one of them to undertake the 

parsing and normalisation process for the new dataset. 

Another core part of the data ingestion process is the utilisation of metadata profiles. The first time a 

dataset is semantically enriched with the use of the Harmonisation Tool the corresponding metadata 

profile is created. This metadata profile is used in the upcoming executions of the data ingestion process 

when a new dataset of the same type is received by the platform. This enables the automatic generation 

of metadata from the Harmonisation Tool, thus eliminating the need for manual intervention. The 

metadata profiles are collaboratively filled in by the File Handler and the Harmonisation Tool, however 

the File Handler is also responsible for the storage and management of the metadata profiles. 

The data ingestion process is designed to handle the data ingestion of new datasets automatically. The 

execution of the automated process is described in the following steps: 
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1. A new dataset is downloaded automatically from a data source with the use of the scheduling 

functionality offered by the File Handler at a predefined time range. Once the new dataset is 

available locally then it is uploaded and stored in the HDFS storage solution in raw format by 

the File Handler. The File Handler waits for the acknowledgement from HDFS before 

proceeding. 

2. Once the acknowledgement is received and the new dataset is available the HDFS, File Handler 

stores the related file properties of the new dataset and the applicable metadata profile in a 

local instance of MongoDB that is used as a data catalogue from File Handler. 

3. File Handler publishes a new message in the Kafka topic A. This message contains all the 

related information such as the id of the file in the data catalogue, the id of the applicable 

metadata profile and the HDFS file path.  

4. The Harmonisation Tool, which is subscribed in topic A, is immediately informed about the 

availability of the new dataset along with all the required information and starts the semantic 

enrichment of the dataset automatically. At first, it retrieves the relevant dataset from the 

HDFS,  as well as the relevant metadata profile from the File Handler. The appropriate metadata 

are automatically generated utilising the metadata profile and the corresponding vocabularies 

available in the Vocabulary Repository. The produced metadata are stored in the Dataset 

Metadata triple store of the Harmonisation Tool. File Handler is informed for the new metadata 

and updates the data catalogue accordingly. 

5. Once the semantic enrichment is completed, the Harmonisation Tool publishes a new message 

in the Kafka topic B. This message informs the subscribed instance of the File Parser for the 

availability of a semantically enriched dataset that is ready to be parsed. 

6. The running instances of the File Parser, which are subscribed in topic B, are informed and one 

of the instances undertakes the execution of the parsing and normalisation process. Under the 

hood, Kafka undertakes the responsibility of performing the load balancing of the subscribed 

running instances of the File Parser and select the instance that will execute the parsing and 

normalisation process for the new dataset. The File Parser instance retrieves the new dataset 

from the HDFS, performs the parsing and normalisation of the new dataset and stores the 

normalised information in the Hive storage solution through Presto. 

The execution of the automated data ingestion process is illustrated in Figure 2-3. 

The designed data ingestion process is supporting also the automated data ingestion of new datasets 

that are uploaded on-demand on the platform with an existing metadata profile. More specifically, the 

execution of the process is altered only for the Step 1. In this step, the administrator of the platform 

uploads the dataset in the platform and selects the corresponding metadata profile and the data 

ingestion is triggered by the administrator. The storage of the new dataset in the HDFS is undertaken 

by the File Handler. Once it is available in HDFS (Step 2) the rest of the automated process is executed 

as described above in Step 3 to Step 6. 
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Figure 2-3: BigDataOcean automated data ingestion 

One of the key part of the automated data ingestion process is the existence of the metadata profile 

and the automated execution of the process is dependent on this. The data ingestion process provides 

the means to create the corresponding metadata profile if it does not exist, so as to enable the 

automated process. For this case, the execution of the process is tailored in such as a way that the 

functionalities of Kafka are still leveraged, as well as the distributed asynchronous parsing process. 

More specifically, the execution of the data ingestion process for a new dataset without a metadata 

profile is adjusted as follows: 

1. The administrator of the platform uploads the new dataset and File Handler handles the storage 

of the new dataset in the HDFS file storage. 

2. The administrator of the platform triggers the Harmonisation Tool and fills in the metadata 

information for this new dataset in semi-automatic way, utilising the vocabularies available in 

the Vocabulary Repository. The relevant metadata are generated and stored in the Dataset 

Metadata triple store of the Harmonisation Tool. At this point, the metadata profile of this new 

dataset can be created. The administrator is given the option to store this metadata profile that 

can be used in the upcoming executions of the data ingestion process. The Harmonisation Tool 

informs the File Handler for the creation of the metadata profile and File Handler stores this 

profile in the data catalogue. 
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3. Once the metadata profile is stored, the Harmonisation Tool publishes a new message in the 

Kafka topic B in order to inform the subscribed running instances of the File Parser for the 

existence of a new dataset that is ready to be parsed (same as Step 5 of automated execution 

process). One of the running instances of the File Parser undertakes the execution of the 

parsing and normalisation process in the same manner as described in the Step 6 of the 

execution of the automated process. 

The described functionalities of the components involved in the data ingestion process are described in 

detail in the corresponding subsections of Section 3 of the current deliverable. 
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3 BigDataOcean Components specifications 

3.1 Vocabulary Repository 

3.1.1 Design and functionalities 

The Vocabulary Repository allows users to import, manage, search, query, and interlink existing 

vocabularies and ontologies related to the maritime domain. Thus, the core functionalities of the 

Vocabulary Repository are the following: 

● Store and provide access to the metadata and statistics about the different maritime related 

vocabularies and ontologies. These ontologies and vocabularies are published on the Web as 

persistent URIs. 

● Allow the linking of the BigDataOcean pilot’s data to ontologies and vocabularies, which can be 

used for annotating the related datasets. To achieve this a UI interface and an external API 

have been developed that allow firstly, to find the best fitting vocabularies for the corresponding 

use case, and secondly, to download the ontology/ vocabulary for further use in the 

Harmonisation Tool. 

The Vocabulary Repository aims at publishing the aforementioned information online for the maritime 

domain experts and exposes different APIs. These APIs are provided, for instance, to the user of the 

Harmonisation Tool for retrieving related ontologies and vocabularies from the repository, which can 

be potentially mapped to maritime datasets using the corresponding functionalities of the 

Harmonisation Tool. The vocabularies/ ontologies are stored in a triple store and represented as RDF 

data according to the Semantic Web standards. Therefore, since the tool exposes a SPARQL endpoint, 

the aforementioned data can also be queried using the SPARQL query language. The external API 

offered by the tool is built on top of the SPARQL endpoint. The Vocabulary Repository is useful not only 

for the user of the BigDataOcean platform but also for the maritime data expert who wishes to use 

Semantic Web technologies to describe various oceanographic data. This way, the maritime data expert 

is able to find, explore and compare existing ontologies and vocabularies which can be exported and 

used in domain-specific applications.  

As illustrated in Figure 3-1 the main components of the BigDataOcean Vocabulary Repository are the 

following: 

● Vocabulary Importer: This component is responsible for importing the metadata of 

ontologies and vocabularies published on the Web in different formats; 

● Metadata Management: It is responsible for CRUD (Create, Read, Update and Delete) 

operations regarding all metadata; it also manages the versioning of the vocabularies;  

● Statistics: It calculates and persists statistics about the vocabulary metadata persisted in the 

Vocabulary Repository; 

● Search/ Query Engine: Provides search and query capabilities on top of the metadata 

persisted in the Vocabulary Repository; 

● Question Answering: Provides an intuitive natural language interface for searching/ querying 

the metadata of the ontologies/ vocabularies; 

● UI: Graphical User Interface for the vocabulary publishers and consumers of the Vocabulary 

Repository. 
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The data stored in the Vocabulary Repository – information about existing classes/ terms/ concepts – 

is extracted for use in the BigDataOcean Harmonisation Tool; this information is used afterwards for 

annotating the imported BigDataOcean datasets. 

 

Figure 3-1: Architecture of the Vocabulary Repository 

3.1.2 Updates from components design and APIs v3.00 

There are no updates from the previous version and the description is provided for coherency reasons. 
 

3.1.3 Requirements met 

The Vocabulary Repository addresses the following requirements: 

● DC-TR-5: The system should be able to program the semantic curation/ reconciliation of 

datasets. (The Vocabulary Repository provides tools/ functionalities for realising the semantic 

curation and reconciliation). 

 

Updates from v3.00 

• No updates were introduced. 

 

3.1.4 Performance indicators 

BigDataOcean Vocabulary Repository was tested to evaluate its performance when doing CRUD. The 

tests were performed on a deployment consisting of 10 virtual machines, each one equipped with 16GB 

RAM and 4 virtual CPUs. The query execution time of SPARQL queries against the vocabulary and 

ontology metadata depends on the type of SPARQL queries (simple queries/ complex queries, e.g. 

queries including several triple patterns) as well as the size of the knowledge graph generated. Given 

the medium size of the knowledge graph i.e. hundreds of triples for the 63 vocabularies and ontologies 

that have been included in the Vocabulary Repository, the query execution time remains a few 

milliseconds. 

It is important to note, however, that the Vocabulary Repository is not a time-critical component, and 

through a set of usability tests that were performed with the pilot partners - potential users of the tool 

- no performance issues were reported. 

The insertion of metadata takes time, as Vocabulary Repository extracts more information from the 

RDF file creating statistics of how many classes, properties, instances, and vocabularies are related to 

the new data. 

 

Updates from v3.00 
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• No updates were introduced. 

 

3.1.5 Technologies and Tools 

The Vocabulary Repository has been developed on top of the Linked Open Vocabularies open source 

tool (LOV)9 and has been adapted to meet the requirements of the BigDataOcean project (see Table 

3-1 for a reference of the features of LOV which were reused, adapted or added in the Vocabulary 

Repository). It has, therefore, reused the technology stack of LOV. In order to support the features 

discussed in the previous subsections, specific storage technologies are used. The vocabulary catalogue 

is stored in MongoDB10, a document-based schema-less data store that scales and allows for dynamic 

changes in the data schema. Jena Fuseki11 is used to serve the data exported in RDF through the 

SPARQL protocol. The search feature is supported by Elasticsearch12, a full text index based on Lucene 

technology13. In addition, each vocabulary version file and RDF dumps of the ontologies/ vocabularies 

catalogue are stored in the environment file system. 

The Vocabulary Repository is a NodeJS14 application and uses Java in the backend for indexing, 

generating summary statistics, data checking, etc. Finally, the D3 JavaScript library15 is used in order 

to display charts and to make the navigation more interactive. 

The Vocabulary Repository is provided as a set of docker containers that can be easily deployed using 

Docker Compose16. 

BDO Vocabulary Repository Requirements Features from LOV 

Reused Adapted Added 

CRUD vocabularies and ontologies from the Vocabulary Repository  🗸  

Search vocabularies and terms in the Vocabulary Repository 🗸   

SPARQL queries over the Vocabulary Repository  🗸  

Compute statistics about the repository vocabularies and ontologies  🗸  

Visualise connectivity among vocabularies and ontologies 🗸   

CRUD and search pilots using particular vocabularies/ ontologies   🗸 

Table 3-1: Features in Vocabulary Repository reused, adapted or added from LOV 

 

Updates from v3.00 

• No updates were introduced. 

 

                                                

9 LOV, http://lov.okfn.org 
10 MongoDB, https://www.mongodb.com/ 
11 Jena Fuseki, https://jena.apache.org/documentation/fuseki2/index.html 
12 Elasticsearch, https://www.elastic.co/ 
13 Lucene, https://lucene.apache.org/ 
14 Node JS, https://nodejs.org/en/ 
15 D3, https://d3js.org/ 
16 Docker compose, https://docs.docker.com/compose/ 

http://lov.okfn.org/
https://www.mongodb.com/
https://jena.apache.org/documentation/fuseki2/index.html
https://www.elastic.co/
https://lucene.apache.org/
https://nodejs.org/en/
https://d3js.org/
https://docs.docker.com/compose/
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3.1.6 Interfaces 

Updates from v3.00 

• No updates were introduced. 

BigDataOcean Vocabulary Repository offers the following API methods. All methods defined in 

BigDataOcean Vocabulary Repository, divided in four categories, can be called with an HTTP GET 

request. 

It should be noted that the documentation of the interfaces using the Swagger framework is also 

available as Annex III in the current deliverable. 

 

Vocabulary Term (Class, Property, Datatype, Instance) 

Endpoint Name Search Term API v2 

Description 

The Search Term API allows a user to search over BigDataOcean 

Repository for a vocabulary term (class, property, datatype or 

instance). 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/dataset/lov/api/v2/term/search 

Parameters 

 

Parameter Type Description 

q string Full-text query. 

page_size int Maximum number of results to 

return per page (default: 10). 

page int Result page to display starting from 

1 (default: 1). 

type string Filter query results based on their 

type. Possible values: [class, 
property, datatype, instance]. 

Multiple values allowed (use comma 
without space to separate them). 

vocab string Filter query results based on the 
vocabulary it belongs to (e.g."foaf"). 

Expecting only one value. 

vocab_limit int Number of elements to display in the 

vocabulary facet (default: 10). 

tag string Filter query results based on their 

tag (e.g. "event"). Multiple values 
allowed, use comma as a separator 

(e.g. "event, time"). 

tag_limit int Number of elements to display in the 

tag facet (default: 10). 
 

http://server_ip:port/dataset/lov/api/v2/term/search
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Request Body - 

Table 3-2: Search Term API v2 interface 

 

Endpoint Name Autocomplete Term API v2 

Description 

The Autocomplete Term API allows a user to get autocompletion 
recommendations for terms in BigDataOcean Repository. The 

autocompletion is performed on terms URI (e.g. 

http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/Person) or terms prefixed URI 
(foaf:Person). The user can ask for autocompletion from 1 character 

and filter by type class or property. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/dataset/lov/api/v2/term/search 

Parameters 

 

Parameter Type Description 

q string URI or prefixed URI to complete 

(from 1 character). 

type string Filter query results type: "property" 

or "class" (if no type is given, will 
search over property AND class 

types.) 

page_size int Maximum number of results to return 

per page (default: 10). 
 

Request Body – 

Table 3-3: Autocomplete Term API v2 interface 

 

Endpoint Name Suggest Term API v2 

Description 
The Suggest Term API allows a user to get suggestion of vocabulary 
terms label based on the labels stored in BigDataOcean Repository. 

It is useful for instance to help fix some typos for a search engine. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/dataset/lov/api/v2/term/suggest 

Parameters 

 

Parameter Type Description 

q string URI or prefixed URI to complete 

(from 1 character). 

type string Filter suggestions based on their type. 

Possible values: [class, property, 

http://server_ip:port/dataset/lov/api/v2/term/search
http://server_ip:port/dataset/lov/api/v2/term/suggest
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datatype, instance]. Multiple values 

allowed (use comma without space to 
separate them). 

page_size int Maximum number of results to return 

per page (default: 10). 
 

Request Body – 

Table 3-4: Suggest Term API v2 interface 

Vocabulary 

Endpoint Name List Vocab API v2 

Description 
The List Vocab API allows a user to list the vocabularies part of the 

BigDataOcean Repository. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/dataset/lov/api/v2/vocabulary/list 

Parameters – 

Request Body – 

Table 3-5: List Vocab API v2 interface 

Endpoint Name Search Vocab API v2 

Description 
The Search Vocab API allows a user to search over BigDataOcean 

Repository for a Vocabulary based on its title or prefix. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/dataset/lov/api/v2/vocabulary/search 

Parameters 

 

 

Parameter Type Description 

q string Full text query. 

page_size int Maximum number of results to return per 

page (default: 10). 

page int Result page to display starting from 1 

(default: 1). 

tag string Filter query results based on their tag 

(e.g. "event"). Multiple values allowed, 
use comma as a separator (e.g. "event, 

time"). 

tag_limit int Number of elements to display in the tag 

facet (default: 10). 

http://server_ip:port/dataset/lov/api/v2/vocabulary/list
http://server_ip:port/dataset/lov/api/v2/vocabulary/search
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lang string Filter query results based on their 

language (e.g. "french"). Multiple values 
allowed, use comma as a separator (e.g.    

"english”, "french"). 

lang_limit int Number of elements to display in the 

language facet (default: 10). 

pilot string Filter query results based on their pilot 
(e.g. "PILOT_I"). Multiple values allowed, 

use comma as a separator (e.g. "PILOT_I, 

PILOT_II"). 

pilot_limit int Number of elements to display in the pilot 
facet (default: 10). 

 

Request Body – 

Table 3-6: Search Vocab API v2 interface 

 

Endpoint Name Autocomplete Vocab API v2 

Description 

The Autocomplete Vocab API allows a user to get autocompletion 

recommendations for vocabularies in BigDataOcean Repository. The 
autocompletion is performed on vocabulary URI (e.g. 

http://www.w3.org/2003/01/geo/wgs84_pos) or vocabulary prefix 
(geo). The user can ask for autocompletion from one character. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/dataset/lov/api/v2/vocabulary/autocomplete 

Parameters 

 

Parameter Type Description 

q string URI or prefixed URI to complete (from 1 

character). 

page_size int Maximum number of results to return per 

page (default: 10). 
 

Request Body – 

Table 3-7: Autocomplete Vocab API v2 interface 

 

Endpoint Name Info Vocab API v2 

Description 
The Info Vocab API allows a user to get details about one 
vocabulary. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/dataset/lov/api/v2/vocabulary/info 

http://server_ip:port/dataset/lov/api/v2/vocabulary/autocomplete
http://server_ip:port/dataset/lov/api/v2/vocabulary/info
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Parameters 

 

Parameter Type Description 

vocab string Prefix, URI or Namespace of a 
vocabulary in BigDataOcean. This 

parameter is mandatory 
 

Request Body – 

Table 3-8: Info Vocab API v2 interface 

Agent 

Endpoint Name List Agent API v2 

Description 
The List Agent API allows a user to list all agents (Person or 

Organisation) in BigDataOcean Repository.  

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/dataset/lov/api/v2/agent/list 

Parameters – 

Request Body – 

Table 3-9: List Agent API v2 interface 

 

Endpoint Name Search Agent API v2 

Description 
The Search Agent API allows a user to search over BigDataOcean 
Repository for an agent (person or organisation). 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/dataset/lov/api/v2/agent/search 

Parameters 

 

Parameter Type Description 

q string Full-text query. 

page_size int Maximum number of results to return per 

page (default: 10). 

page int Result page to display starting from 1 

(default: 1). 

type string Filter query results based on their type. 

Possible values: [person, organisation]. 

tag string Filter query results based on their tag 

(e.g. "event"). Multiple values allowed, 
use comma as a separator (e.g. "event, 

time"). 

http://server_ip:port/dataset/lov/api/v2/agent/list
http://server_ip:port/dataset/lov/api/v2/agent/search
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tag_limit int Number of elements to display in the tag 

facet (default: 10). 
 

Request Body – 

Table 3-10: Search Agent API v2 interface 

 

Endpoint Name Autocomplete Agent API v2 

Description 

The Autocomplete Agent API allows a user to get autocompletion 

recommendations for agents (Person or Organisation) in 
BigDataOcean Repository. 

The autocompletion is performed on agent name (e.g. Food and 

Agriculture Organisation) or agent URI  

(e.g. http://212.101.173.34:3333/dataset/lov/ 

agents/Food%20and%20Agriculture%20Organization 

).  

The user can ask for autocompletion from 1 character. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/dataset/lov/api/v2/agent/autocomplete 

Parameters 

 

Parameter Type Description 

q string URI or prefixed URI to complete (from 1 
character). 

 

Request Body – 

Table 3-11: Autocomplete Agent API v2 interface 

 

Endpoint Name Info Agent API v2 

Description 
The Info Agent API allows a user to get details about one agent in 

BigDataOcean. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/dataset/lov/api/v2/agent/info 

Parameters 

 

Parameter Type Description 

agent string URI, AltURI or FullName (as stated in 
BigDataOcean) of an agent in 

BigDataOcean. This parameter is 
mandatory 

 

Request Body – 

http://212.101.173.34:3333/dataset/lov/%20agents/Food%20and%20Agriculture%20Organization
http://212.101.173.34:3333/dataset/lov/%20agents/Food%20and%20Agriculture%20Organization
http://server_ip:port/dataset/lov/api/v2/agent/autocomplete
http://server_ip:port/dataset/lov/api/v2/agent/info
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Table 3-12: Info Agent API v2 interface 

Pilot 

Endpoint Name List Pilot API v2 

Description 
The List Pilot API allows a user to list all pilots in BigDataOcean 
Repository.  

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/dataset/lov/api/v2/pilot/list 

Parameters – 

Request Body – 

Table 3-13: List Pilot API v2 interface 

 

Endpoint Name Search Pilot API v2 

Description 
The Search Pilot API allows a user to search over BigDataOcean 
Repository for a pilot. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/dataset/lov/api/v2/pilot/search 

Parameters 

 

Parameter Type Description 

q string Full-text query. 

page_size int Maximum number of results to return per 

page (default: 10). 

page int Result page to display starting from 1 

(default: 1). 

type string Filter query results based on their type. 

Possible value: [pilot]. 

tag string Filter query results based on their tag 
(e.g. "event"). Multiple values allowed, 

use comma as a separator (e.g. "event, 

time"). 

tag_limit int Number of elements to display in the tag 
facet (default: 10). 

 

Request Body – 

Table 3-14: Search Pilot API v2 interface 

 

http://server_ip:port/dataset/lov/api/v2/pilot/list
http://server_ip:port/dataset/lov/api/v2/pilot/search
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Endpoint Name Autocomplete Pilot API v2 

Description 

The Autocomplete Pilot API allows a user to get autocompletion 

recommendations for pilots in BigDataOcean Repository. The 
autocompletion is performed on pilot name (e.g. PILOT_IV). The 

user can ask for autocompletion from 1 character. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/dataset/lov/api/v2/pilot/autocomplete 

Parameters 

 

Parameter Type Description 

q string Name (from 1 character). 
 

Request Body – 

Table 3-15: Autocomplete Pilot API v2 interface 

 

Endpoint Name Info Pilot API v2 

Description 
The Info Pilot API allows a user to get details about one pilot in 

BigDataOcean. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/dataset/lov/api/v2/pilot/info 

Parameters 

 

Parameter Type Description 

pilot string Name (as stated in BigDataOcean) of a 
BigDataOcean pilot. This parameter is 

mandatory 
 

Request Body – 

Table 3-16: Info Pilot API v2 interface 

3.2 Harmonisation tool 

3.2.1 Design and functionalities 

The goal of Harmonisation Tool is to semantically annotate (metadata of) datasets utilising ontologies 

and  vocabularies, also available (in terms of metadata) in the Vocabulary Repository. While the 

Vocabulary Repository is used as a reference for available ontologies and vocabularies in the maritime 

domain, the Harmonisation Tool makes real use of these by mapping the dataset metadata to the 

corresponding concepts. The architecture of the Harmonisation Tool, as well as its relation to the 

Vocabulary Repository and communication with external tools/ APIs, is illustrated in Figure 3-2. The 

core functionalities of the Harmonisation Tool are the following: 

● Enabling the platform administrator to import metadata for the BigDataOcean datasets being 

ingested automatically 

http://server_ip:port/dataset/lov/api/v2/pilot/autocomplete
http://server_ip:port/dataset/lov/api/v2/pilot/info
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● Allowing the platform administrator to view, edit, add and delete metadata for a specific dataset 

● Facilitating the platform administrator to navigate to linked vocabularies.  

Importing metadata of the datasets which are being ingested in the BigDataOcean platform is done 

automatically using the existing metadata profiles. This implies that not only the metadata available in 

the data file in structured format can be extracted, but also further information not explicitly included 

in the corresponding file is provided using the profiles for the existing structures. The tool is able to 

import metadata of datasets that appear in different formats as well as are made available by external 

services like the Copernicus service. Eventually, all metadata of the BigDataOcean datasets are stored 

in the Dataset Metadata triple store and these can be queried and retrieved using the Harmonisation 

Tool API and/ or SPARQL endpoint. 

 

Figure 3-2: Harmonisation Tool Architecture 

The Harmonisation Tool receives as input the new raw datasets, as uploaded to the HDFS filesystem 

by the File Handler. The Vocabulary Repository contains ontologies/ vocabularies for describing both 

metadata about the datasets themselves and the data contained in these datasets as well. Domain-

specific vocabularies are used for representing the meaning of the attributes inside each dataset 

(metadata for these vocabularies are stored in the Vocabulary Repository, see Section 3.1). The 

component responsible for associating a meaning to (or annotating) each attribute of the datasets is 

the Harmonisation tool. 

The Harmonisation tool has been designed in a way that it can ingest new files. The annotations for 

the files are stored in a dedicated Dataset Metadata triple store and the reference to these annotations 

is received by the File Handler as metadata profiles in order to enable the automation of the process if 

another dataset with the same structure is fed to the system. The File Handler stores this metadata 

reference for the datasets into the Big Data Storage to enable the retrieval metadata from the 

Harmonisation Tool through API calls for the interested components of the platform. 

In case of unseen data, the Harmonisation Tool requires the input of domain experts in order to perform 

the annotation of the data attributes which are being imported into the BDO platform. The domain 

expert has the role of choosing from the Vocabulary Repository which terms best match the meaning 

of the attributes in the dataset. Some of the annotations can be automated, i.e. they would be done 

automatically without user input whenever possible. A GUI for the Harmonisation Tool supports platform 
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administrators in specifying the annotations when a particular file structure is encountered for the first 

time and then stored as a metadata profile.  

Figure 3-3 displays the execution flow of the Harmonisation Tool. 

 

Figure 3-3: Harmonisation Tool Sequence diagram 

3.2.2 Updates from components design and APIs v3.00 

There are no updates from the previous version and the description is provided for coherency reasons. 

 

3.2.3 Requirements met 

The Harmonisation Tool addresses the following BDO requirements already defined in D4.3:  

● DAC-TR-5: The system should be able to link big data sources to BigDataOcean Infrastructure. 

● DC-TR-7: The system should be able to parse and normalise data in structured format (for 

example NetCDF files). 

● DC-TR-8: The system should be able to parse and normalise data in semi-structured format 

(for example CSV, Excel, KML files). 

Updates from v3.00 

• No updates were introduced. 

 

3.2.4 Performance indicators 

The performance of the Harmonisation Tool depends on the time required for extracting and sending 

metadata from external sources as provided by the File Handler. 

BigDataOcean Harmonisation Tool was tested to evaluate its performance when doing CRUD 

operations. The tests were performed on a deployment consisting of 10 virtual machines, each one 

equipped with 16GB RAM and 4 virtual CPUs. 

For the purpose of the test, NetCDF files from Nester and HCMR, CSV files with AIS data from EXMILE 

and Excel files from FOINIKAS were selected. Suggesting metadata for NetCDF files from Nester and 

HMCR takes more time. The reason is that NetCDF files include detailed metadata as compared to other 

files. In the case of deleting dataset metadata, it depends on the number of variables. When the variable 

number is greater than fifteen, the deletion process will take more than one second. 
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Updates from v3.00 

• No updates were introduced. 

 

3.2.5 Technologies and Tools 

The Harmonisation Tool is a Web application developed using the Flask framework17 for Python and 

uses Java in the backend for importing dataset metadata from external files or APIs. All metadata are 

stored as Linked Data and can be queried through a SPARQL endpoint, using the Apache Jena 

framework18 (Apache Jena TDB provides the storage system, while Jena Fuseki integrated with TDB 

provides a SPARQL server). In addition to this, it offers a RESTful API. The Harmonisation Tool is 

provided as a set of docker containers that can be easily deployed using Docker Compose. 

Updates from v3.00 

• No updates were introduced. 

 

3.2.6 Interfaces 

Updates from v3.00 

• The Harmonisation Tool offers a new versioning API methods. 

BigDataOcean Harmonisation Tool offers the following API methods which have restricted access and 

are secured with use of JSON Web Token (JWT). All methods defined in BigDataOcean Harmonisation 

Tool can be called with an HTTP GET request and an HTTP POST request. 

 

It should be noted that the documentation of the interfaces using the Swagger framework is also 

available as Annex III in the current deliverable. 

Endpoint Name List File Dataset v2 

Description 
The List File Dataset API allows a user to list the file datasets of the 

BigDataOcean Harmonization Tool. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/api/v2/filedataset/list 

Parameters – 

Request Body – 

Table 3-17: List File Dataset API v2 interface 

 

Endpoint Name Info File Dataset v2 

                                                

17 Flask, http://flask.pocoo.org/ 

18 Apache Jena, https://jena.apache.org/ 

http://server_ip:port/api/v2/filedataset/list
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Description 

The Info File Dataset API allows a user to get details about one 

Dataset based on its metadata ID over the BigDataOcean 
Harmonization Tool. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/api/v2/filedataset/info  

Parameters 

 

Parameter Type Description 

id string Metadata ID of a dataset file 
 

Request Body – 

Table 3-18: Info File Dataset API v2 interface 

 

Endpoint Name Search File Dataset (Title) v2 

Description 

The Search Title File Dataset API allows a user to search over the 

BigDataOcean Harmonization Tool for a file dataset metadata based 

on its title. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/api/v2/filedataset/searchTitle 

Parameters 

 

Parameter Type Description 

q string Filter query results based on their title. 

limit number Maximum number of results to return 

(default: 10). 
 

Request Body – 

Table 3-19: Search File Dataset (Title) API v2 interface 

 

Endpoint Name Search File Dataset (Description) v2 

Description 
The Search Description File Dataset API allows a user to search over 
the BigDataOcean Harmonization Tool for a file dataset metadata 

based on its description. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/api/v2/filedataset/searchDescription  

Parameters 
 

Parameter Type Description 

about:blank
about:blank
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q string Filter query results based on their 

description. 

limit number Maximum number of results to return 
(default: 10). 

 

Request Body – 

Table 3-20: Search Dataset (Description) API v2 interface 

 

Endpoint Name Search File Dataset (Subject) v2 

Description 

The Search Subject File Dataset API allows a user to search over the 

BigDataOcean Harmonization Tool for a file dataset metadata based 
on its subject. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/api/v2/filedataset/searchSubject  

Parameters 

 

Parameter Type Description 

q string Filter query results based on their 
subject. 

limit number Maximum number of results to return 
(default: 10). 

 

Request Body – 

Table 3-21: Search File Dataset (Subject) API v2 interface 

 

Endpoint Name Search File Dataset (Keyword) v2 

Description 

The Search Keyword File Dataset API allows a user to search over 

the BigDataOcean Harmonization Tool for a file dataset metadata 
based on its keyword. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/api/v2/filedataset/searchKeyword  

Parameters 

 

Parameter Type Description 

q string Filter query results based on their 
keywords. 

limit number Maximum number of results to return 
(default: 10). 

 

Request Body – 

about:blank
about:blank
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Table 3-22: Search File Dataset (Keyword) API v2 interface 

 

Endpoint Name Search File Dataset (Geo Location) v2 

Description 
The Search Geographic Location File Dataset API allows a user to 
search over the BigDataOcean Harmonization Tool for a file dataset 

metadata based on its geographic location. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/api/v2/filedataset/searchGeoLocation  

Parameters 

 

Parameter Type Description 

q string Filter query results based on their 

geographic location. 

limit number Maximum number of results to return 

(default: 10). 
 

Request Body – 

Table 3-23: Search File Dataset (Geo Location) API v2 interface 

 

Endpoint Name Search File Dataset (Geo Coverage) v2 

Description 
It searches a dataset for which metadata is stored in the 
BigDataOcean Harmonisation Tool given geographical coverage. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/api/v2/filedataset/searchGeoCoverage  

Parameters 

 

Parameter Type Description 

W number Limit on the west. 

E number Limit on the east. 

S number Limit on the south. 

N number Limit on the north. 

limit number Maximum number of results to return 

(default: 10). 
 

Request Body – 

Table 3-24: Search File Dataset (Geo Coverage) API v2 interface 

 

about:blank
about:blank
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Endpoint Name Search File Dataset (Vertical Coverage) v2 

Description 

The Search Vertical Coverage File Dataset API allows a user to 

search over the BigDataOcean Harmonization Tool for a file dataset 
metadata based on its vertical coverage. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/api/v2/filedataset/searchVerticalCoverage  

Parameters 

Parameter Type Description 

from number Lowest value of the depth. 

to number Highest value of the depth. 

limit number Maximum number of results to return 
(default: 10). 

 

Request Body – 

Table 3-25: Search File Dataset (Vertical Coverage) API v2 interface 

 

Endpoint Name Search File Dataset (Temporal Coverage) v2 

Description 

The Search Temporal Coverage File Dataset API allows a user to 

search over the BigDataOcean Harmonization Tool for a file dataset 
metadata based on its temporal coverage. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/api/v2/filedataset/searchTemporalCoverage  

Parameters 

 

Parameter Type Description 

begin datetime Beginning of time to be covered. 

end datetime End of time to be covered. 

limit number Maximum number of results to return 

(default: 10). 
 

Request Body – 

Table 3-26: Search File Dataset (Temporal Coverage) API v2 interface 

 

Endpoint Name List Variable File Dataset v2 

Description 
The List Variables File Dataset API allows a user to list the variables 
based on its metadata ID of a file dataset over the BigDataOcean 

Harmonization Tool. 

HTTP Method GET 

about:blank
about:blank
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Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/api/v2/variable/list  

Parameters 

 

Parameter Type Description 

id string Metadata ID of a file dataset. 
 

Request Body – 

Table 3-27: List Variable File Dataset API v2 interface 

 

Endpoint Name Search File Dataset (Variable) v2 

Description 

The Search Variable File Dataset API allows a user to search over 

the BigDataOcean Harmonization Tool for a file dataset metadata 

based on its canonical variable. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/api/v2/variable/search 

Parameters 

 

Parameter Type Description 

search string Name of variable. More variables can 

be given separated by comma. 

limit number Maximum number of results to return 

(default: 10). 
 

Request Body – 

Table 3-28: Search File Dataset (Variable) API v2 interface 

 

Endpoint Name List Dataset v2 

Description 
The List Dataset API allows a user to list the datasets of the 
BigDataOcean Harmonization Tool. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/api/v2/dataset/list  

Parameters – 

Request Body – 

Table 3-29: List Dataset API v2 interface 

 

Endpoint Name Info Dataset v2 

about:blank
about:blank
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Description 

The Info Dataset API allows a user to get details about one Dataset 

based on its storage table name over the BigDataOcean 
Harmonization Tool. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/api/v2/dataset/info  

Parameters 

Parameter Type Description 

table string Filter query results based on their 

storage table name. 
 

Request Body – 

Table 3-30: Info Dataset API v2 interface 

 

Endpoint Name List File Dataset by Dataset v2 

Description 

The List File Datasets of a Dataset API allows a user to list the file 

Datasets based on its storage table name over the BigDataOcean 

Harmonization Tool. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/api/v2/dataset/listFileDatasets  

Parameters 

Parameter Type Description 

table string Filter query results based on their 
storage table name. 

limit number Maximum number of results to return 

(default: 10). 
 

Request Body – 

Table 3-31: List File Dataset by Dataset API v2 interface 

 

Endpoint Name List Variables by Dataset v2 

Description 
The List Variables Dataset API allows a user to list the variables 
based on its storage table name over the BigDataOcean 

Harmonization Tool. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/api/v2/dataset/listVariables  

Parameters 

Parameter Type Description 

table string Filter query results based on their 

storage table name. 
 

about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
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Request Body – 

Table 3-32: List Variables by Dataset API v2 interface 

 

Endpoint Name Authentication v2 

Description 
The Authentication API allows a user to create an authorisation code 

to use the APIs. 

HTTP Method POST 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/auth  

Parameters – 

Request Body 

{ 

      "username": "put here username", 

      "password": "put here password" 

} 

 

Table 3-33: Authentication API v2 interface 

 

Endpoint Name Insert Automatic v2 

Description 
The Insert Automatic API allows a user to add new file dataset 

metadata over the BigDataOcean Harmonization Tool. 

HTTP Method POST 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/api/v2/filedataset/insertAutomatic  

Parameters – 

Request Body 

{  

     "fileName": "put here URL HDFS dataset file",   

     "idFile":"put here ID file",  

     "idProfile":"put here ID profile",  

     "produce": put here true or false   

} 

Table 3-34: Insert Automatic API v2 interface 

 

3.3 Big Data Framework & Storage 

3.3.1 Design and functionalities 

The success and efficiency of every Big Data platform is heavily dependent on the incorporated cluster 

computing framework and storage solution of the platform and as a consequence, their role on the 

platform is very important. As such, the scope of the Big Data Framework & Storage is twofold: (a) to 

provide the cluster-computing framework that incorporates the powerful processing engine required to 

about:blank
about:blank
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perform effective and efficient big data analysis, to deal with the cluster management and scheduling 

aspects required, as well as to provide a publish/ subscribe message queue that facilitates the 

intercommunication of the components (b) to enable the effective and efficient storage and 

management of large datasets with high availability and high degree of scalability within the platform.  

More specifically, the core functionalities in terms of Big Data Framework are the following: 

• The support of an extensive list of algorithms suitable for big data analysis, containing also 

machine learning training algorithms, in order to perform data analysis. 

• The effective and efficient handling of requests for data analysis and execution of algorithms 

over multiple datasets. 

• The effective cluster management mechanism supporting job distribution and monitoring and 

effective resource allocation across the nodes of the cluster. 

• The support of a high-throughput, low latency, scalable publish/ subscribe message queue for 

the intercommunication and orchestration of the various components towards the realisation 

of an automated process for data ingestion. 

Additionally, the core functionalities in terms of Big Data Storage are the following: 

• The storage of the incoming raw data in their original format (for example in NetCDF, CSV, 

Excel file format or other file formats) as provided by the File Handler. 

• The storage of the normalised information as produced by the parsing process of the File 

Parser. 

• The effective and efficient handling of requests for data retrieval from Big Data Framework, 

File Handler, Harmonisation Tool, File Parser and Query Designer. 

• The support for the effective query execution initialised by the Query Designer. 

Apache Spark has been selected as the cluster-computing framework for the BigDataOcean platform. 

Apache Spark is offering the processing engine suitable for data analysis execution across multiple 

datasets available with speed, reliability and efficiency with a large set of algorithms specialised in big 

data analysis. Additionally, it supports distributed application execution with data parallelism and fault-

tolerance. Spark implements a cluster management mechanism however it lacks of advanced resource 

management and job scheduling capabilities. For this reason, Apache Hadoop YARN was selected in 

order to undertake the role of cluster management as it provides a more advanced cluster management 

mechanism capable of performing effective job distribution and resource monitoring with dynamic 

allocation of resources across the nodes of the cluster upon needs. Besides the cluster management, 

YARN is offering the missing security mechanisms from Spark. In addition to Spark and YARN, the 

consortium selected Apache Kafka as the publish/ subscribe message queue mechanism for the 

BigDataOcean platform. Kafka is enabling the implementation of a message processing system between 

various components or applications with high throughput, built-in portioning, replication and fault-

tolerance. Apart from Kafka, Apache Zookeeper19 has been also integrated in the Big Data Framework. 

Zookeeper is high-performance coordination service for distributed applications and its role is to support 

the coordination of the distributed streaming platform of Kafka. 

The Big Data Storage of the BigDataOcean is the component responsible for the storage capabilities of 

the platform. It is composed of two different storage solutions, each utilised for different purposes, the 

                                                

19 Apache Zookeeper, https://zookeeper.apache.org/ 
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Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) and the Apache Hive supported by the Presto query engine. 

Within the context of the BigDataOcean platform, the HDFS is used to store the data sources in raw 

format. On top of HDFS, Apache Hive is utilised which is a data warehouse software providing an 

abstraction layer on top of datasets residing in HDFS. Through this abstraction layer a set of 

functionalities such as reading, writing and management of these datasets is offered, as well as an 

SQL-like interface enabling data query and analysis functionalities. On top of Hive, a powerful query 

engine is used, namely the Presto. Presto is an open source, distributed SQL query engine, designed 

for fast analytics queries against data of any size that are residing on the Hive storage solution. Presto 

offers a high-performance query engine by performing parallel query execution over a pure memory-

based architecture running on top of Hive. Within the context of the BigDataOcean platform, the results 

of the parsing and normalisation of the raw data sources, as produced by the File Parser, are provided 

into Presto in order to be eventually stored in HDFS through Hive. 

It should be noted that within the context of Big Data Framework and Storage Hortonworks Data 

Platform20 (HDP) is utilised. HDP is a security-rich, enterprise ready open source data platform built 

around the Hadoop ecosystem for storing, processing and analysing large volumes of data. HDP is 

offering out-the-box integration of a large number of Apache Hadoop projects such as the HDFS, the 

Hive, the Zookeeper and YARN, as well as other Apache projects such as Spark and Kafka that are 

utilised in the Big Data Framework and Storage component. HDP is providing effective deployment and 

management of all the aforementioned tools with advanced features for security, data governance, 

data management, data access and configuration. 

The Big Data Framework and Storage interacts with the rest of the components of the BDO platform in 

the following ways: 

• For the upload of a raw data source, the File Handler creates a new connection with the HDFS 

filesystem and stores the new data source. 

• To access any raw data source already stored in the HDFS, File Handler and Harmonisation 

Tool create a new connection with HDFS filesystem and retrieve the selected raw data source. 

• To store the parsing process results, the File Parser creates a new session with Presto in order 

to provide the results in Hive that will be stored eventually in the HDFS. 

• For the execution of an SQL query, the Query Designer creates a new session with Presto and 

performs the query. 

• For the execution of the analytical jobs, that are incorporated within the services created with 

the Service Builder, an execution session is created with Spark. 

Figure 3-4 displays the execution flows described above. 

 

                                                

20 Hortonworks Data Platform, https://hortonworks.com/products/data-platforms/hdp/ 
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Figure 3-4: Big Data Framework and Storage sequence diagram 

3.3.2 Updates from components design and APIs v3.00 

A testbed has been setup in order to explore the potential use of Apache Druid as an operative storage 

solution for the Big Data Storage. However, the refinements and adjustments that were incorporated 

in the components utilising the Big Data Storage, such as the File Parser and the Query Designer, as 

well as the observed performance gain versus the memory overhead introduced by the Druid, indicated 

that the Apache Hive supported by the Presto query engine is more effective for the requested 

procedures. Thus, the Hive and Presto have undertaken also the responsibility to provide an operative 

storage solution for all the datasets of the platform. 

3.3.3 Requirements met 

The Big Data Framework and Storage is addressing the following list of requirements:  

1. DAC-TR-3: The Big Data Storage is able to acquire data from large and popular oceanographic 

databases including Copernicus through APIs by utilising the File Handler. 

2. DAC-TR-4: The Big Data Storage allows uploading big data datasets on the BigDataOcean 

infrastructure. 

3. DAN-TR-3: The Big Data Framework & Storage allows the performance of the desired data 

analytics on a scalable cluster-computing framework, programming entire clusters with implicit 

data parallelism and fault-tolerance. 

4. DC-TR-2: The Big Data Storage allows for the curation of large-scale (big data) datasets in a 

timely and efficient manner. 

5. DS-TR-1: The Big Data Storage facilitates the effective and efficient storage and management 

of large datasets (big data). 

6. DS-TR-2: The Big Data Framework & Storage allows the parallel setup and operation of 

different data storage environments in order to accommodate different storage needs 

(Relational Databases, NoSQL, Triple Stores). 

7. DS-TR-3: The Big Data Framework & Storage has a high degree of scalability. 

8. DS-TR-4: The Big Data Framework & Storage allows for replication and high availability with 

no single point of failure. 

9. DS-TR-5: The Big Data Framework & Storage supports distributed storage and auto-sharing. 
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10. DS-TR-7: The Big Data Storage has a direct pipeline with the chosen cluster computing 

framework and analytics engine, namely the Big Data Framework 

11. DS-TR-8: The Big Data Storage facilitates the effective and efficient storage and management 

of spatio-temporal data. 

Updates from v3.00 

• No updates were introduced. 

 

3.3.4 Performance indicators 

All the components of the Big Data Framework & Storage are well-established open source software 

solutions designed and implemented with emphasis on performance and efficiency, among other 

characteristics. The performance indicators for all open source software solutions are described in their 

respective documentation. 

Updates from v3.00 

• No updates were introduced. 

 

3.3.5 Technologies and Tools 

As described in section 3.3.1, the Big Data Framework & Storage is composed by the following software 

solutions: (a) Apache Spark, (b) Apache Hadoop YARN, (c) Apache Kafka, (d) Apache Zookeeper, (e) 

Apache Hadoop HDFS, (f) Apache Hive and (g) Presto. 

All these software solutions, besides Presto, are Apache projects. For this reason, Hortonworks Data 

Platform has been selected since it is providing the state-of-art solution for the easy and effective 

integration of the Hadoop ecosystem containing HDFS, YARN, Zookeeper and Hive, as well as for other 

the related Apache projects, Spark and Kafka. Additionally, HDP offers a variety of deployment, 

management and configuration tools on top of these tools. Presto is also providing out-of-the box 

integration with HDFS and Hive. 

Spark is a cluster-computing framework specialised in sophisticated analytics and it is built with the 

objective to provide a processing engine focused on performance, speed, reliability and ease of use. 

Its powerful processing engine is capable of executing distributed applications by performing cluster 

management with data parallelism with fault-tolerance. Spark currently supports a large variety of 

algorithms, which include machine learning training algorithms, focused in big data analysis through 

the mLib21 library. The analysis can be performed across multiple datasets available in the storage of 

the platform. At its core, Spark is implementing a master/ slave architecture built on the concept of the 

resilient distributed dataset (RDD) utilised for job distribution and data parallelism. Spark provides 

elegant and expressive development APIs in Java, Scala, Python and R, to allow data workers to 

efficiently execute streaming, machine learning or SQL workloads that require fast iterative access to 

datasets, and an optimised engine that supports general execution graphs.  

                                                

21 Spark MLib, https://spark.apache.org/docs/latest/ml-guide.html 
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Apache YARN is a distributed computing framework for job scheduling and cluster resource 

management. YARN offering an enhanced toolset for resource management, job scheduling and 

monitoring that allows multiple data processing engines such as interactive SQL, real-time streaming, 

data science and batch processing to handle data stored in a single platform. YARN provides high 

availability for masters and slaves, support for Docker containers in non-secure mode, Linux and 

Windows container executors in secure mode, and a pluggable scheduler. YARN’s resource manager is 

handling effectively distribution of the system resources among the cluster nodes based on the 

monitoring and reporting functionalities of the node manager agent running on each individual cluster 

node. 

Apache Kafka is a high-throughput, low-latency and highly-scalable publish/ subscribe message queue 

solution. Additionally, Kafka offers a stream-processing engine capable of processing real-time data 

feeds with high performance and fault tolerance. Kafka is designed as a distributed streaming platform 

with the following capabilities: (a) publish and subscribe mechanism for streams of events/ messages, 

(b) store streams of events/ messages in fault-tolerant durable way and (c) real-time processing of 

stream of events/ messages. Kafka is designed to facilitate the implementation of real-time streaming 

data pipelines between components or applications or real-time streaming applications that transform 

or react to the streams of data. 

Apache Zookeeper is a high-performance centralised service for distributed systems with a hierarchical 

key-value store used for distributed configuration service, synchronisation service and naming registry 

for distributed systems. Distributed applications utilise Zookeeper to store and mediate updates to 

important configuration information. Zookeeper’s architecture support high-availability through 

redundant services. It offers a very simple interface and services, while also being fast, reliable, simple 

and ordered.  

Hadoop HDFS is a distributed file system designed to be deployed on commodity hardware, is highly 

fault-tolerant providing high throughput access and capable for handling and storing large data sets 

with high reliability and high availability. HDFS is highly scalable and is easily configurable supporting 

configurations for many installation types. A HDFS cluster consists of one NameNode that manages the 

file system metadata and DataNodes that store the actual data. Within HDFS, the data are divided into 

block and copies of these blocks are stored on different nodes across the HDFS cluster. As a 

consequence, a file is actually stored as smaller blocks replicated across multiple nodes in the cluster. 

To access the file, the NameNode is contacted for file metadata and actual I/O is performed directly on 

the DataNodes. HDFS supports effective and rapid transfer between the nodes of the cluster, enabling 

highly efficient parallel processing. HDFS is also supporting shell-like command via its native console. 

Apache Hive is data warehouse software that enables reading, writing and managing large datasets 

that reside in distributed file storage systems like HDFS. By introducing an abstraction layer, Hive is 

enabling easy access and query execution with an SQL-like query language, namely the HiveQL, 

designed for reporting and data analysis purposes. The SQL-like interface enables the querying of the 

datasets by translating the SQL queries to MapReduce and Spark jobs so that SQL applications and 

queries can be executed over distributed data. Additionally, to accelerate queries indexing mechanisms 

are provided, as well as metadata storage for relational database management systems. 

Presto is an open source distributed SQL query engine that is able to perform fast analytics queries 

against dataset that reside on distributed file storage systems like HDFS, non-relational data sources 

like MongoDB or relational data sources like PostgreSQL. The important feature of Presto is that can 
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perform queries over data without the need to move data but where it is stored. Presto is distributed 

system that runs on Hadoop with a pure memory-based architecture with one coordinator and multiple 

workers. The queries are received by the coordinator and the coordinator parses, analyses and plans 

the query execution in order to distribute the processing to the multiple workers. As such, Presto offers 

high performance in query processing with parallel query execution over the nodes. 

Updates from v3.00 

• During testing the observed performance gain versus the memory overhead introduced by 

the Druid indicated that the Apache Hive supported by the Presto query engine is more 

efficient and effective than Druid for an operative storage solution. 

 

3.3.6 Interfaces 

The Big Data Framework and Storage component is providing the interfaces that are provided by the 

selected software solutions and are used internally from the platform’s components. 

 

Updates from v3.00 

• No updates were introduced. 

 

3.4 File Handler 

3.4.1 Design and functionalities 

The scope of the File Handler component is three-fold: (a) to enable the upload of raw datasets in the 

Big Data Storage, (b) to facilitate the automatic retrieval of new raw datasets from a data source in a 

preconfigured time range and (c) to manage and store the metadata profiles utilised in the automatic 

semantic enrichment of new datasets. More specifically, the three core functionalities of the File 

Handler are the following:  

• The upload and storage of data sources in raw format in the HDFS storage solution of the Big 

Data Storage. 

• The scheduling process for automatic connection and retrieval of new raw datasets from a data 

source. 

• The management and storage of metadata profiles that enable the automatic data ingestion of 

new data sources from known data sources. 

File Handler is providing the necessary endpoints for handling the incoming requests for uploading or 

downloading datasets from data sources in raw format. These endpoints receive as input either 

structured file formats, such as NetCDF, or semi-structured file format, such as CSV, Excel, JSON and 

store the received files in the HDFS storage solution. 

One core part of the File Handler is the scheduling process for specific data sources in order to enable 

the automatic retrieval of new raw datasets. More specifically, the scheduling process is enabling the 

connection to the data sources via FTP or HTTP and the automatic retrieval of new available datasets 

in a preconfigured time range. These new datasets are stored in the HDFS storage solution in raw 
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format utilising the endpoints described above. File Handler incorporates schedulers for Copernicus22 

Maretec23, capable of fetching automatically new datasets from multiple forecast types that these data 

sources are providing and a scheduler for fetching automatically new datasets from OpenWeatherMap24 

with coordinate-based weather harvesting support. Additionally, it incorporates schedulers for fetching 

automatically new datasets from the Danish Maritime Authority25, and the HCMR forecast server26. All 

schedulers were designed to support parallel file download and a set of advanced options that can be 

tailored based on the structure of the file server of each data source.  

File Hander is also responsible for the management and storage of the metadata profiles for the 

datasets. These profiles are necessary for the execution of the automated semantic enrichment of the 

datasets, as described in Section 2.2. More specifically, the first time a new dataset is received in the 

platform the metadata profile of this dataset can be created, containing information such as the name, 

title and the description of the profile, the standards utilised, the format, the language used, the 

publisher and the source, access rights, the spatial, vertical and temporal coverage, as well as  

information about the variables included in the dataset. The File Handler maintains the metadata 

profiles and provides them to the Harmonisation Tool with a set of endpoints that support multiple 

operations such as fetching profiles based on a selected dataset, updating profiles based on the given 

dataset ID and more. 

Another core part of the File Handler is the definition of the BigDataOcean Context model. This model 

is based on the Climate and Forecast (CF) Metadata Convention standard27. The definition included 

various steps in order to create the model that contains all the variables included in the datasets that 

were available initially by the BigDataOcean partners in conformance to the CF. At first, all the variables 

were collected and the naming conflicts between common variables were resolved. In the next step, 

the variables were mapped to the CF compliant standard names. Following the mapping of the naming 

of the variables, the unit inconsistencies were resolved again in conformance to the CF. The collected 

variables were mapped to the CF categories and finally the BigDataOcean Context model was defined. 

File Handler is undertaking the management and handling of the variables defined in the BigDataOcean 

Context model, as well as the storing of information concerning the existing tables in Hive. For both 

cases, File Handler provides the necessary endpoints enabling the utilisation of this information by the 

rest of the components of the platform in order to execute their internal processes. It should be noted 

that the BigDataOcean Context model is the indexing scheme of the platform and serves as 

input for the scheme defined in the Hive storage solution.  

As part of the automated data ingestion process, File Handler has been integrated with Kafka with aim 

of publishing new message in topic A when a new dataset is available in the HDFS which triggers the 

automated semantic enrichment of the dataset by the Harmonisation Tool. 

The execution flow of the uploading process of the File Handler is the following: 

                                                

22Copernicus, http://www.copernicus.eu/ 

23Maretec,  http://www.maretec.org/en/ 

24 OpenWeatherMap, https://openweathermap.org/ 

25 Danish Maritime Authority, https://www.dma.dk/ 

26 HCMR, https://www.hcmr.gr/en/ 

27 CF Metadata Convention standard, http://cfconventions.org/index.html 
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• The File Handler receives the request to upload the raw data source in the HDFS file system. 

• Once the request is validated, the File Handler creates a connection with HDFS filesystem and 

stores the new raw data source. 

• If the request to upload the raw data source contains also information for the metadata profile 

that will be applied, then File Handler publishes a new message in the Kafka topic A in order 

to trigger the Harmonisation Tool to proceed with the automatic semantic enrichment of the 

dataset.  

• The File Handler will receive a request for the metadata profile retrieval from the Harmonisation 

Tool. Once the semantic enrichment is finished, the File Handler will be informed and will 

update the metadata profile accordingly. 

The execution flow of the automatic retrieval of new datasets from a data source with the scheduling 

functionality is the following: 

• The File Handler initiates a new connection to the data source via FTP or HTTP. 

• Upon successful connection, the File Handler retrieves the new dataset, creates a connection 

with the HDFS filesystem and stores the new raw dataset. 

• Once the file is available in the HDFS, then File Handler publishes a new message in the Kafka 

topic A informing the Harmonisation Tool for the existence of the new dataset and to proceed 

with the automatic semantic enrichment of the dataset. 

• The Harmonisation Tool requests the metadata profile from the File Handler. Once the semantic 

enrichment is finished, the Harmonisation Tool informs the File Handler in order to update the 

metadata profile accordingly. 

In the following figure, the execution flows of both cases are illustrated. 

 

Figure 3-5: File Handler sequence diagram 
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3.4.2 Updates from components design and APIs v3.00 

In the File Handler there were no updates introduced in terms of design and functionalities. However, 

the list of schedulers has been expanded with the addition of the schedulers for OpenWeatherMap, the 

Danish Maritime Authority and the HCMR forecast server. The existing schedulers for Copernicus and 

Maretec were enhanced to fetch multiple different forecast types. Moreover, all schedulers have been 

optimised to support parallel file download and an adaptive configuration for the different structures of 

the file servers of the data sources. 

3.4.3 Requirements met 

The File Handler is addressing the following list of requirements: 

• DS-TR-1: The File Handler enables the storage and management of large datasets via the 

uploading and downloading mechanisms that it implements. 

• DAC-TR-1: The File Handler is able to connect and acquire data from sensors and IoT devices 

of different manufacturers in intervals. 

• DAC-TR-2: The File Handler is able to obtain data from AIS receivers. 

 

Updates from v3.00 

• File Handler provides the mechanism to retrieve data from sensors or IoT devices and AIS 

receivers. 

 

3.4.4 Performance indicators 

As described in Section 3.4.1, the main functionalities of the File Handler are the upload or download 

through the scheduling process of new datasets and their storage in the HDFS file storage, the 

management and storage of the metadata profiles and the publish of a new message in the Kafka topic 

informing about the availability of a new dataset in the HDFS file storage. 

With regard to the management and storage of the metadata profiles, the execution of the process is 

almost instant as it involves the storage or retrieval of a small amount of data (a few kilobytes) so this 

process is not time-consuming. Additionally, publishing a new message in the Kafka topic is trivial and 

not time-consuming, therefore there is no need for performance analysis. 

With regard to the upload and storage of the raw data sources in HDFS, the process is composed by 

two distinct steps, the uploading (or downloading through a HTTP server) of the raw data source file 

to a local temporary folder in the server and the storage of this file into the HDFS filesystem. The file 

uploading (or downloading through a HTTP server) is heavily dependent on the network speed and the 

respective file size. Thus, the performance of this part may considerably vary, depending on these 

described parameters. For the second step, which is the storage of the file into the HDFS filesystem, 

the critical parameter that affects the performance is the size of the file.  

The following table contains some indicative execution times for the File Handler28, as observed when 

different file types with different file size were utilised.  

                                                

28 The execution of the examples was performed on a deployment consisting of 10 virtual machines, 

each one equipped with 16GB RAM and 4 virtual CPUs.  
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Updates from v3.00 

• No updates were introduced. 

 

Performed action Related Dataset(s) Size 
Execution Time 

(seconds) 

Store Ocean Forecast HCMR 195 MB 2 

Store BioData MARETEC 525 MB 4 

Store Copernicus In-Situ Copernicus 1 MB < 1 

Store Weather data OpenWeatherMap 200 KB < 1 

Store Biochemistry 

Forecast 
Copernicus 414 MB 3 

Store Waves Forecast Copernicus 15 MB 1 

Store Meteo Forecast HCMR 574 MB 4 

Store Physics Forecast Copernicus 1.6 GB 30 

Table 3-35: File Handler performance indicators 

3.4.5 Technologies and Tools 

The File Handler is developed as a SpringBoot application29 with Java 1.8. For the implementation of 

the File Handler several advantages and functionalities offered by SpringBoot are leveraged such as the 

ability to incorporate an embedded HTTP server and package the whole application as a single jar file. 

SpringBoot was selected also due to the straightforward extensibility offered by the framework. 

Additionally, several technologies and tools are used in the context of the File Handler in order to 

implement specific functionalities and also address specific requirements. More specifically, the Java 

Hadoop library30 is used for storing and fetching files from / to HDFS file system and the Spring-Kafka31 

library is used for the integration with Kafka. Additionally, MongoDB is utilised as a data catalogue from 

File Handler for storing the metadata profiles, the list of ingested files, the BigDataOcean Context model 

and the configuration of the schedulers. 

For the automation of the building process, as well as the dependency management, the Apache 

Maven32 is used. The File Handler is also offered as a Docker image, facilitating the building and 

deployment of the File Handler as a Web service. 

Updates from v3.00 

                                                

29 Springboot, https://projects.spring.io/spring-boot/ 

30 Java Hadoop library, https://hadoop.apache.org/docs/stable/hadoop-project-dist/hadoop-

common/NativeLibraries.html 

31 Spring-Kafka, https://spring.io/projects/spring-kafka 

32 Maven, https://maven.apache.org/ 

https://projects.spring.io/spring-boot/
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• No updates were introduced. 

 

3.4.6 Interfaces 

Updates from v3.00 

• No updates were introduced 

In the following tables document all interfaces offered by File Handler are documented. 

It should be noted that the documentation of the interfaces using the Swagger framework is also 

available as Annex III in the current deliverable. 

 

Endpoint Name login 

Description Login to retrieve a valid JWT needed for all other endpoints 

HTTP Method POST 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/login 

Parameters - 

Request Body 

{ 

 "username": "user", 

 "password": "password" 

} 

Table 3-36: File Handler login interface 

 

Endpoint Name uploadData 

Description Uploads a new dataset to HDFS 

HTTP Method POST 

Endpoint URL http:// server_ip:port/file/upload 

Parameters The actual file is needed in multipart/form-data form 

Request Body - 

Table 3-37: File Handler upload data 

 

Endpoint Name uploadDataAndParse 

Description 
Upload a new file and send it automatically for metadata extraction 
and parsing 

HTTP Method POST 

http://server_ip:port/login
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Endpoint URL http:// server_ip:port/file/uploadAndParse 

Parameters 
The actual file is needed in multipart/form-data form. 

The profile is needed in form-data form 

Request Body - 

Table 3-38: File Handler upload and parse 

 

Endpoint Name downloadData 

Description Store a dataset to HDFS, by downloading it from an external source 

HTTP Method POST 

Endpoint URL http:// server_ip:port/file/download 

Parameters - 

Request Body 

{ 

           "downloadMethod": "FTP", 

           "downloadUrl": "string", 

           "downloadDirectory": "string", 

           "fileName": "string", 

           "username": "string", 

           "password": "string", 

           "metadataProfileId": "string" 

} 

Table 3-39: File Handler download data 

 

Endpoint Name findAllFiles 

Description Returns a list of all the files stored in HDFS 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http:// server_ip:port/file 

Parameters - 

Request Body - 

Table 3-40: File Handler find all files 

 

Endpoint Name addorUpdateFile 

Description Add or update a file in dictionary 
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HTTP Method POST 

Endpoint URL http:// server_ip:port/file 

Parameters - 

Request Body 

{ 

          "id": "string", 

          "fileName": "string", 

          "metadataRepositoryId": "string", 

          "hdfsFullURI": "string", 

          "storedAt": "string", 

          "parsed": true, 

          "parsedAt": "string", 

         "acquisitionMethod": "string", 

         "downloadUrl": "string", 

         "downloadType": "string", 

         "locked": true, 

         "metadataProfileId": "string" 

} 

Table 3-41: File Handler add or update file 

 

Endpoint Name findFileById 

Description Returns information about a stored file, based on its unique ID 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http:// server_ip:port/file/{id} 

Parameters id: The id of the file to look for 

Request Body - 

Table 3-42: File Handler find file by id 

 

Endpoint Name findFilesWithoutMetadata 

Description 
Returns a list of files stored in HDFS, that haven’t been associated 

yet with any metadata. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http:// server_ip:port/file/metadata/empty 

Parameters - 

Request Body - 
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Table 3-43: File Handler find files without metadata 

 

Endpoint Name updateMetadataId 

Description Updates the metadata repository ID of a given file 

HTTP Method PUT 

Endpoint URL http:// server_ip:port/file/{fileId}/metadata/{metadataId} 

Parameters 
fileId: The id of the file to update 

metadataId: The id of the associated metadata repository 

Request Body - 

Table 3-44: File Handler upload metadata id 

 

Endpoint Name findParsedFiles 

Description Returns a list of files that have been successfully parsed 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http:// server_ip:port/file/parsed 

Parameters - 

Request Body - 

Table 3-45: File Handler find parsed files 

 

Endpoint Name findParsedFilesByObservation 

Description 
Returns a list of files that have been successfully parsed, matching 
the given observation type 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http:// server_ip:port/file/parsed/{observation} 

Parameters 
observation: To the observation to look for, e.g. “forecast”, 

“timeseries”, etc. 

Request Body - 

Table 3-46: File Handler find parsed files by observation 

 

Endpoint Name getVariables 

Description Returns a list of all the existing variables of the Context Model 
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HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http:// server_ip:port/variable 

Parameters - 

Request Body - 

Table 3-47: File Handler get the list of variables 

 

Endpoint Name addNewVariable 

Description Add a new variable in the Context Model 

HTTP Method POST 

Endpoint URL http:// server_ip:port/variable 

Parameters - 

Request Body 

{ 

       "name": "string", 

       "canonicalName": "string", 

       "columnName": "string", 

       "description": "string", 

       "dataType": "INT" 

} 

Table 3-48: File Handler add new variable 

 

Endpoint Name findVariableByName 

Description Find a variable by name 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http:// server_ip:port/variable/name/{name} 

Parameters name: The name of the variable to look for 

Request Body - 

Table 3-49: File Handler find variable by name 

 

Endpoint Name findVariableByCanonicalName 

Description Find a variable by canonical name 
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HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http:// server_ip:port/variable/canonicalName/{name} 

Parameters name: The canonical name of the variable to look for 

Request Body - 

Table 3-50: File Handler find variable by canonical name 

 

Endpoint Name findVariableByNameAndCanonicalName 

Description Find a variable by name and canonical name 

HTTP Method POST 

Endpoint URL http:// server_ip:port/variable/lookup 

Parameters - 

Request Body 

{ 

  "name": "string", 

  "canonicalName": "string" 

} 

Table 3-51: File Handler variable lookup 

 

Endpoint Name findVariables 

Description Find variables by name and canonical name 

HTTP Method POST 

Endpoint URL http:// server_ip:port/variable/lookupAll 

Parameters - 

Request Body 

[ 

    { 

        "name": "string", 

        "canonicalName": "string" 

    } 

] 

Table 3-52: File Handler variables lookup 

Endpoint Name findAllTables 

Description Returns a list of all the storage tables 
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HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http:// server_ip:port/table 

Parameters - 

Request Body - 

Table 3-53: File Handler list of all tables 

 

Endpoint Name addNewTable 

Description Add a new storage table 

HTTP Method POST 

Endpoint URL http:// server_ip:port/table 

Parameters - 

Request Body 

{ 

      "tableName": "string", 

      "columns": [ 

      "string" 

       ], 

       "parsingMethod": "CSV" 

} 

Table 3-54: File Handler add new table 

 

Endpoint Name findTableById 

Description Returns information about a storage table, based on its unique ID 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http:// server_ip:port/table/id/{id} 

Parameters id: The id of the table to look for 

Request Body - 

Table 3-55: File Handler find table by id 

 

Endpoint Name findTableByName 

Description Returns information about a storage table, based on its name 
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HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http:// server_ip:port/table/name/{name} 

Parameters name: The name of the table to look for 

Request Body - 

Table 3-56: File Handler find table by name 

 

Endpoint Name findTablesWithVariable 

Description 
Returns information about the storage tables containing a specific 
variable 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http:// server_ip:port/table/column/{column} 

Parameters column: The name of the variable to look for 

Request Body - 

Table 3-57: File Handler find tables with variable 

 

Endpoint Name findAllMetadataProfiles 

Description Returns a list of all the metadata profiles 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http:// server_ip:port/MetadataProfile 

Parameters - 

Request Body - 

Table 3-58: File Handler list metadata profiles 

 

Endpoint Name addNewMetadataProfile 

Description Add a new metadata profile 

HTTP Method POST 

Endpoint URL http:// server_ip:port/MetadataProfile 

Parameters - 
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Request Body 

{ 

  "profileName": "string", 

  "title": "string", 

  "description": "string", 

  "subject": "string", 

  "keywords": "string", 

  "standards": "string", 

  "formats": "string", 

  "language": "string", 

  "homepage": "string", 

  "publisher": "string", 

  "source": "string", 

  "observation": "string", 

  "storageTable": "string", 

  "accessRights": "string", 

  "geoLocation": "string", 

  "spatialWest": "string", 

  "spatialEast": "string", 

  "spatialSouth": "string", 

  "spatialNorth": "string", 

  "coordinateSystem": "string", 

  "verticalCoverageFrom": "string", 

  "verticalCoverageTo": "string", 

  "verticalLevel": "string", 

  "temporalCoverageBegin": "string", 

  "temporalCoverageEnd": "string", 

  "timeResolution": "string", 

  "variables": [ 

    { 

      "name": "string", 

      "canonicalName": "string" 

    } 

  ] 

} 

Table 3-59: File Handler add new metadata profile 

 

Endpoint Name findMetadataProfileById 

Description 
Returns information about a metadata profile, based on its unique 

ID 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http:// server_ip:port/metadataProfile/id/{id} 

Parameters id: The id of the metadata profile to look for 
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Request Body - 

Table 3-60: File Handler find metadata profile by id 

 

Endpoint Name findMetadataProfileByName 

Description Returns information about a metadata profile, based on its name 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http:// server_ip:port/metadataProfile/name/{name} 

Parameters name: The name of the metadata profile to look for 

Request Body - 

Table 3-61: File Handler find metadata profile by name 

 

3.5 File Parser 

3.5.1 Design and functionalities 

The scope of the File Parser component is to perform the extraction of the information included in the 

data sources, currently stored in raw format, in order to normalise and transform this information in a 

format that can be stored in the database of the BigDataOcean platform. Additionally, the parsing and 

normalisation process is executed in a distributed asynchronous manner. More specifically, the two 

core functionalities of the File Parser are the following:  

• The parsing and normalisation of the raw data sources in order to be stored in the Hive storage 

solution of the Big Data Storage through Presto. 

• The handling of the parsing and normalisation process following a distributed asynchronous 

approach with multiple running instances enabling the parallel execution of the process. 

The File Parser receives the semantically enriched datasets, as provided by the Harmonisation Tool, 

extracts the information from these data sources, that are afterwards parsed and normalised in 

accordance to the BigDataOcean Context model towards the aim of preparing the available information 

for insertion into the database provided by Hive. The results of the process are stored in Hive through 

Presto and are available to the BigDataOcean for query execution and analysis. 

In order to support the automated data ingestion process, as described in Section 2.2, the File Parser 

has been designed to support multiple running instances that are providing a distributed asynchronous 

parsing and normalisation process. More specifically, the File Parser has been integrated with Kafka 

and all running instances are subscribed in the Kafka topic B in order to be informed as soon as a new 

semantically enriched dataset has been provided by the Harmonisation Tool and is ready to be parsed. 

The Harmonisation Tool is responsible for publishing a new message in topic B when a new dataset is 

ready for parsing and normalisation and one of the currently running instances of the File Parser 

undertakes the execution of the parsing process of the new dataset automatically. Kafka undertakes 

the load balancing of the subscribed running instances of the File Parser. Following this approach, the 
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automated data ingestion process is eliminating any bottlenecks that could be created by the timely-

consuming parsing process and the computational resources of the BigDataOcean infrastructure are 

leveraged towards the efficient and effective parallel execution of the parsing process. 

The parsing and normalisation process implemented by the File Parser has been designed having in 

mind the effective and efficient storage of the normalised information, especially in the case of large 

files. Moreover, the File Parser is effectively handling the computationally intensive and time-consuming 

parsing of large NetCDF files containing a variety of forecast types fetched by the schedulers of the File 

Parser. 

More specifically, the execution flow of the parsing process of the File Parser can be broken into the 

following parts: 

• At first, the Harmonisation Tool publishes a new message in Kafka topic B indicating the new 

dataset that is available for parsing and normalisation. One of the running instances of the File 

Parser is informed and undertakes the execution of the parsing process. 

• The File Parser instance initiates a request and retrieves the relevant dataset from HDFS. 

• Once the data source has been retrieved, the running instance of File Parser extracts the 

information from the data source. 

• Then, the File Parser resolves the inconsistencies in terms of variable naming and variable unit 

according to the BigDataOcean Context model. 

• Finally, the File Parser performs the normalisation of the information and stores the information 

on the Hive through Presto. 

Figure 3-6 displays the execution flow of both functionalities of the File Parser. 

 

 

Figure 3-6: File Parser sequence diagram 

3.5.2 Updates from components design and APIs v3.00 

In the File Handler there were no updates introduced in terms of design and functionalities. However, 

the parsing and normalisation process has been enhanced in order to achieve better handling for the 

storage of produced information. Additionally, the parsing process received several optimisations for 

better performance, as well as to support the parsing of the new types of datasets that are collected 

by the new schedulers of the File Parser. 
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3.5.3 Requirements met 

The File Parser is addressing the following list of requirements: 

• DC-TR-2: The File Parser facilitates the timely and efficient curation of large-scale datasets 

within the distributed asynchronous parsing and normalisation mechanism that implements. 

• DC-TR-7: The File Parser enables the parsing and normalisation of structured data in 

accordance with the BigDataOcean Context model. 

• DC-TR-8: The File Parser enables the parsing and normalisation of semi-structured data in 

accordance with the BigDataOcean Context model. 

• DC-TR-4: The File Parser is performing efficient and effective transformation and 

normalisation of the incoming datasets in accordance with the BigDataOcean Context model. 

Updates from v3.00 

• File Parser is designed to efficiently and effectively transform and normalise the incoming 

datasets. 

 

3.5.4 Performance indicators 

At this section, a set of performance indicators related the File Parser are presented. As described in 

section 3.5.1, the two core functionalities of the File Parser are: (a) the parsing of the raw data sources 

and the storing of the results in the Hive database and (b) the implementation of a distributed 

asynchronous parsing process utilising multiple running instances of File Handler with the integration 

with Kafka. For both functionalities, the performance of the File Parser is related to a set of parameters. 

With regard to the parsing and normalisation of the raw data sources in order to be stored in Hive 

through Presto, the critical parameter that affects the performance of the File Parser is the file type. 

More specifically, the parsing of CSV files containing AIS data is less computationally intensive and time-

consuming than the parsing of NetCDF files containing forecast observations. Additionally, the content 

and the structure of the NetCDF files is another parameter that effects the performance of the File 

Parser. For example, the NetCDF files containing forecast observations contain four-dimensional tables 

which results in more computationally intensive and time-consuming parsing and normalisation process 

due to unavoidable nested loops than NetCDF files containing In Situ or profile observations which have 

tables with less dimensions. 

However, the overall performance of the parsing and normalisation process is increased with the 

distributed asynchronous process and the parallel execution of the process by the multiple running 

instances of the File Parser. As described also in Section 3.5.1, with this approach multiple datasets are 

parsed and normalised in parallel, one dataset per running instance. As such, the overall throughput of 

the process is multiplied by the number of running instances and the performance issues that existed 

in the previous version are eliminated. 

The following table contains some indicative execution times for the parsing and normalisation process 

of the File Parser on a single running instance33, as observed when different file types with different file 

size were utilised. It should be pointed out that the performance indicators that are presented may 

                                                

33 The execution of the examples was performed on a deployment consisting of 10 virtual machines, 

each one equipped with 16GB RAM and 4 virtual CPUs.  
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considerably vary, depending on the different file sizes and the different structure of the files utilised 

in the case of NetCDF files, as explained in the previous paragraphs.  

Updates from v3.00 

• No updates were introduced. 

 

Performed action Related Dataset(s) Size 
Number of 

rows 

Execution Time 

(seconds) 

Parse Ocean 

Forecast 
HCMR 195 MB 

24204960 

rows 
600 

Parse BioData MARETEC 525 MB 
9956250 

rows 
990 

Parse Copernicus 

In-Situ 
Copernicus 1 MB 1000 rows 2 

Parse Weather data OpenWeatherMap 200 KB 200 rows 1 

Parse Biochemistry 

Forecast 
Copernicus 414 MB 

12924000 

rows 
420 

Parse Waves 

Forecast 
Copernicus 15 MB 

2419296 

rows 
40 

Parse Meteo 

Forecast 
HCMR 574 MB 

7172424 

rows 
120 

Parse Physics 

Forecast 
Copernicus 1.6 GB 

211610880 

rows 
4200 

Table 3-62: File Parser performance indicators 

 

3.5.5 Technologies and Tools 

The File Parser is developed as a SpringBoot application with Java 1.8. As with the File Handler, 

SpringBoot was selected due to its extensive list of capabilities and functionalities, such as the 

incorporated HTTP server and packaging options, as well as due to the advanced extensibility offered 

by the framework with a large list of supporting libraries. 

Additionally, several technologies and tools are used in the context of the File Parser in order to 

implement specific functionalities and also address specific requirements. The NetCDF Java library34 is 

utilised for the parsing of NetCDF files, while Apache POI35 is used for parsing Excel files. Additionally, 

                                                

34 NetCDF Java library, https://www.unidata.ucar.edu/software/thredds/v4.6/NetCDF-java/ 

35 Apache POI, https://poi.apache.org/ 
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Presto JDBC driver36 is utilised for the connection handling with the Presto and the Spring-Kafka library 

is used for the integration with Kafka. 

For the automation of the building process, as well as the dependency management, the Apache Maven 

is used. The File Parser is also offered as a Docker image, facilitating the building and deployment of 

the File Parser as a Web service. 

Updates from v3.00 

• No updates were introduced. 

 

3.5.6 Interfaces 

Updates from v3.00 

• No updates were introduced. 

In the design of the File Parser all functionalities of the component are used internally in the data 

ingestion mechanism and are not exposed to the rest of the components. The File Parser is integrated 

with Kafka and each running instance is subscribed to Kafka topic B once instantiated and is triggered 

whenever a new message is published in the topic by the Harmonisation Tool. 

3.6 Query Designer 

3.6.1 Design and functionalities 

The Query Designer is the component responsible for allowing its users to explore and combine the 

BigDataOcean datasets by performing searches over their attributes and by expressing and executing 

complex queries on them. For these, it provides both the proper User Interface and the respective 

back-end services. The user interface is created in such way that ensures that the end users that are 

unfamiliar with formal query languages or the structure of the underlying data will still be able to 

describe complex queries on top of multiple datasets. The produced queries can be executed to the 

dedicated Big Data Storage, in order to retrieve the raw data.  

Moreover, the queries created through the Query Designer are available to be used by other 

components of the platform, such as the Visualiser and the Service Builder, in order to retrieve the 

required data for a specific visualisation or analysis and they can also be used as templates that can be 

parameterised by the final users of the services so as to get customised results. The Query Designer 

also ensures that the generated queries are used to provide data without any violation of data access 

policies defined within the platform. 

In sum, the core functionalities of the Query Designer are the following: 

• Provide an easy-to-use User Interface for dataset search and exploration over their different 

attributes and metadata collected by the Harmonisation Tool. 

• Provide an innovative User Interface to facilitate end users to describe complex queries on top 

of multiple datasets. 

• Produce and execute the proper SQL queries that enable the data retrieval for the rest of the 

components of the platform. 

                                                

36 Presto JDBC driver, https://prestodb.io/docs/current/installation/jdbc.html 
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In order to facilitate the exploration of the datasets provided by the BigDataOcean platform and the 

query creation process, the Query Designer interacts with the Harmonisation Tool and collects the 

necessary metadata about the available datasets and variables. The metadata include the title, short 

description, spatial and temporal coverage, licenses, observation types, publisher, units of 

measurement, types of stored values and more. This information is displayed to the end-user when he 

is selecting datasets and variables to add to a query, in order to gain a better understanding about 

them. They are also used to perform searching and filtering operations so as to explore the platform’s 

offering and find more easily the information of his interest.  

The execution flow of collecting the metadata from the Harmonisation Tool is the following: 

• The Query Designer establish a connection and authenticates to the Harmonisation Tool. 

• Then, the set of the available metadata profiles are obtained. 

• The already retrieved information of the datasets are collected. 

• For each of the profiles, if it is about a newly added dataset, then all its properties are gathered, 

and new entries are created for the new variables retrieved from the beginning.  

• Otherwise, no new entries are created, but only if the profile is about a dataset that is regularly 

updated with new values, then the existing entries are updated. 

In addition, the execution flow of using the collected metadata for searching, filtering, and finally adding 

datasets and variables in a query through the User Interface is the following: 

• The dataset collection of the BDO platform is displayed to the end-user. 

• The user can limit the displayed collection by using the provided filters, such as: 

o Search text in the titles of the datasets (i.e. “Wave Forecast”). 

o Search for variables included in the datasets (i.e. “Sea surface wave significant 

height”). 

o Search datasets from a specific publisher (i.e. “Maretec”). 

o Search for datasets that contain time information. 

• The user then selects one of the listed datasets (i.e. “Maretec Waves Forecast”) and its variables 

along with the additional metadata are displayed. 

• Then, the user selects one or more of the listed variables (i.e. “Sea surface wave significant 

height” and “Sea surface wave direction”). 

• Finally, the selected variables are added to the constructed query. 

Both execution flows described above are presented in the following figure. 
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Figure 3-7: Metadata collection and dataset exploration sequence diagram 

The purpose of the Query Designer’s User Interface is to be simple to use, yet powerful enough, in 

order to be able to describe the vast majority of queries that can be expected. The description of the 

final query to be executed is performed just by clicking the desired inputs or making selections from 

sets of given options. Filtering the results can also be performed by directly selecting areas from a given 

map and in the case of combining two or more different datasets, they are automatically joined over 

all the common fields between them. In order to enable the join of datasets that do not match exactly 

on time and space, which is the most usual case, the definition of standard spatial and temporal 

resolutions that can be used is available. 

The execution flow of the query creation can be broken into the following parts, and an example is 

used to better demonstrate the proposed workflow: 

• The user can browse through the different datasets to which he has access and adds variables 

to the query like it is described above (e.g., the user adds the “Sea surface wave significant 

height” and “Sea surface wave direction” variables). 

• The user can create groups on the results based on one of the included columns (e.g., “time”) 

or use aggregation functions (e.g., “average”).  
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• The selected variables can be also filtered on the time and space domains using a map or a 

calendar, respectively (i.e., filter over space by adjusting the rectangle in the displayed map or 

filter over time by selecting starting and ending dates to the provided calendars).  

• The created query can be further limited with additional filters by selecting a column to be 

filtered, the filtering operator and a value. (e.g., the user selects the added “Sea surface wave 

significant height” and filter the values to be greater than 2 meters). Two or more filters can 

be created and combined by logical “AND” or logical “OR” operators. 

• Moreover, the user can select to add more variables into the constructed query. When that is 

done, the different variables are joined on all their common dimensions (e.g., the user selects 

to add the “Sea water temperature” variable and the results are joined based on location and 

time, in order to get the values or the two variables for the same dimensions). Variables can 

be also deleted if the user wants to. 

• At any time, the user may again select to group the results, use aggregation functions or sort 

them. For datasets that include location and time in their fields, user-defined spatial and 

temporal resolutions can be applied, in order to facilitate the dataset combination (e.g., 

harmonise the results on hour-level). 

• For the included variables and the other selections, the user can choose to get all the raw query 

results by clicking “RUN”. This triggers the query execution process, through which the user’s 

selection is gathered, in order to create a JSON representation of the query to be executed. 

This JSON document is passed to the respective back-end service and after the execution is 

completed, the results are displayed. 

• The retrieved data can be either previewed as raw data or used to create visualisations using 

the Visualiser component’s functionality. 

• Finally, the query can be saved, in order to be reused later by other components to create 

dashboards or create / execute services. 
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Figure 3-8: Query creation sequence diagram 

Apart from the User Interfaces responsible for the data exploration and the creation of queries the 

Query Designer component offers the respective back-end service for the query execution. The queries 

created from the User Interface are agnostic of the underlying technology or the data model that are 

used for the data storage and retrieval. Therefore, it offers the ability to examine different storage 
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technologies if needed, while the creation of the final query to be executed is performed at the back-

end service. The execution flow is the following: 

• A new query execution request is received, containing information about the user who performs 

it and either the id of the query or the JSON representation of it. If the query id is given, the 

JSON representation is obtained from the database. 

• The list of datasets that are accessed through the query is extracted from the JSON. For each 

dataset, the access rights of the specific user to it are examined. If access is granted for all the 

datasets, the query is executed, otherwise, the execution is cancelled. 

• If the query execution is allowed, the user’s described query is translated into a proper SQL 

query. A new connection is created to the BDO Big Data Storage and the execution is 

performed. 

• For the case of a query that combines datasets, the platform first examines whether there is a 

pre-joined table of these datasets, in order to avoid the “join” operations at query-time. If such 

a table exists, the execution is redirected to it, otherwise, the combination is performed. 

• The raw data are provided to the tool that made the request, enriched with additional 

information about the columns that were returned, such as the order of the variables, their 

titles, units of measurement and more. 

A diagrammatic representation of the workflow described above is provided in the figure bellow: 
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Figure 3-9: query execution sequence diagram 

 

3.6.2 Updates from components design and APIs v3.00 

The update from the previous version is that the Query Designer component interacts with the 

Harmonisation Tool, in order to retrieve the available metadata of the platform’s datasets. It then uses 

these metadata to provide a richer set of information to the end-users and provide the capability to 

search over datasets through multiple properties and create a better exploration process. Moreover, 

the two processes of query creation and query execution are separated in order to better describe their 

functionalities. 

3.6.3 Requirements met 

The Query Designer will address the following requirements: 
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1. DU-TR-1: Query Designer allows end users to perform simple and advanced queries over the 

stored big data.  

2. DU-TR-7: Query Designer allows end users to perform simple and advanced queries over 

different dataset originating from different source formats.  

3. DU-TR-8: Query Designer allows end users to execute geospatial queries.  

 

Updates from v3.00 

• No updates were introduced. 

 

3.6.4 Performance indicators 

At this section, a set of performance indicators that concern the Query Designer are presented. It 

should be pointed out that the performance figures that are presented may considerably vary, 

depending on the query and the dataset that is explored. Multiple and different parameters play major 

roles and significantly affect the performance of the component, which are related to the nature of the 

query that is executed. Clearly, a critical parameter that affects the performance is the size of the 

queried table, along with the number of rows requested by the query itself. Some of the platform’s 

datasets may contain some thousands or millions of records, while others may reach billions of records. 

That alone, result in huge difference of execution times. The use of aggregation functions that may 

even need to traverse the whole dataset is a considerable point, along with the use or not of “group 

by” clauses, which also is the case when the spatial or temporal resolution is defined by the user. 

Moreover, queries that require to sort the obtained results have an extra performance overhead. 

Filtering the query results may also affect the performance differently, as they may limit the result rows 

to be returned, but on the other hand, may cause to traverse the whole dataset again, if a small number 

of rows satisfy the applied filters. The definition of indices over some columns of a dataset is a good 

solution (for example on latitude, longitude or time fields), but also this cannot be extensively applied 

to many columns, as it may cause the opposite effect.  

As regards the join operations between different datasets, these are indeed the heaviest tasks to be 

performed from the Query Designer, which is expected, especially when applied to quite large datasets. 

The worst scenario of dataset combination would be case of two datasets that cannot be combined, 

but this may not be noticeable before the traversal of their whole Cartesian product, which can be very 

time demanding in the case of datasets with millions of rows. However, a solution that is followed to 

prevent this from happening in many cases, is to examine before the query execution if the datasets 

to be combined match in all the joined dimensions (i.e. space and time). If they match, the execution 

is continued, otherwise, it is cancelled. This solution results in an improved performance in many cases. 

An additional solution that is used in some cases to improve the performance of the dataset combination 

process, is the creation of de-normalised tables that offer frequently-combined datasets (i.e. datasets 

related to the pilot services) in a pre-joined, more querying-efficient format. 

As it is understood, the range of the different combinations is quite large and there is not one approach 

that can provide an overall ideal solution. In this situation, the focus for the design of the Query 

Designer component, apart from the desired functionality and expressiveness, is on the optimisation of 

the most common/ useful operations and queries performed on the datasets of the BigDataOcean 

platform. 
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The following table contains the execution times occurred when exploring datasets through the Query 

Designer environment37 and includes a set of different types of queries that can be expressed. The 

datasets from the platform that were used are the EXMILE AIS (553 million rows), Maretec Waves 

Forecast (55 million rows), ANEK Epos History (3.5 million rows) and Med Sea - NRT in situ Observations 

(570 thousand rows). 

Updates from v3.00 

• The performance measurements are updated based on the datasets available on the 

platform. 

 

Query Type Queried Dataset(s) Execution Time 

Simple Select EXMILE AIS 3’’ 

Select with spatial filters EXMILE AIS 8’’ 

Select with variable filters EXMILE AIS 4’’ 

Select with variable and spatial 

filters 
EXMILE AIS 10’’ 

Select with group by 

platform_id 
EXMILE AIS 9’’ 

Simple Select Maretec Waves Forecast 2’’ 

Select with spatial filters Maretec Waves Forecast 2’’ 

Select with spatial and 

temporal filters 
Maretec Waves Forecast 2’’ 

Select with spatial and variable 

filters 
Maretec Waves Forecast 3’’ 

Select with ascendant ordering 

on time 
Maretec Waves Forecast 2’’ 

Select with ascendant ordering 

on latitude 
Maretec Waves Forecast 2’’ 

Select with ascendant 

orderings on latitude and 

longitude 

Maretec Waves Forecast 3’’ 

Select with spatial and 

temporal resolutions 
Maretec Waves Forecast 4’’ 

Simple Select HCMR Wave Forecast 4’’ 

                                                

37 The execution of the examples was performed on a deployment consisting of 10 virtual machines, 

each one equipped with 16GB RAM and 4 virtual CPUs. 
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Select with spatial filters HCMR Wave Forecast 3’’ 

Select with descendant 

ordering on time 
HCMR Wave Forecast 22’’ 

Select with spatial resolution 

and temporal resolutions  
HCMR Wave Forecast 35’’ 

Select with group by 

platform_id 
ANEK Epos History 3’’ 

Join on latitude, longitude and 

time, with spatial and temporal 

resolutions. 

ANEK Epos History & 

 Med Sea - NRT in situ Observations 
4’’ 

Table 3-63: Query Designer performance indicators 

 

3.6.5 Technologies and Tools 

The Query Designer is developed as a Django 1.11 application38, using Python 2.7, leveraging the 

corresponding model system, the template engine and other functionalities provided by the framework.  

The query representation was made in a JSON format, which was then transformed into an SQL query 

suitable for Hive database. The connection with the database and the execution of the query is 

performed using the presto-python-client39 backend module, which is a fairly mature driver for 

interacting with Presto from Python, enabling multiple simultaneous connections, transaction 

management and more. 

The Front-end environment of the Query Designer is created using Bootstrap 340 and jQuery 3.141. 

Updates from v3.00 

• No updates were introduced. 

 

3.6.6 Interfaces 

Updates from v3.00 

• No updates were introduced. 

It should be noted that the documentation of the interfaces using the Swagger framework is also 

available as Annex III in the current deliverable. 

 

The following tables document the internal interfaces of the Query Designer: 

                                                

38 Django, https://www.djangoproject.com/ 

39Presto-python-client, https://github.com/prestodb/presto-python-client 

40 Bootstrap, https://getbootstrap.com/ 

41 jQuery, https://jquery.com/ 
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List the available datasets 

Description 

Retrieve a list of all the available datasets that are available on the 

BigDataOcean platform. For each dataset, the available metadata 
are provided, such as its title, publisher, description and more. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/queries/datasets/  

Parameters - 

Request Body - 

Table 3-64: List available datasets interface 

 

List the variables of a dataset 

Description 

Retrieve a list with all the variables that are included in a selected 
dataset. For each variable, the available metadata are provided, 

such as its name, the unit of measurement, its type (i.e. numeric) 
and more. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/queries/datasets/{dataset_id}/variables/ 

Parameters 
dataset_id: The identifier of the dataset from which the variables 

are obtained. 

Request Body - 

Table 3-65: List variables of a dataset interface 

 

Count the rows of a variable 

Description 
Count the number of rows of a specific variable, inside a specific 
dataset. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL 
http://server_ip:port/queries/datasets/{dataset_id}/variables/{vari
able_id}/count/ 

Parameters 

dataset_id: The identifier of the dataset from which the variables 

are obtained. 

variable_id: The identifier of the variable that is counted. 

Request Body - 

Table 3-66: Count the rows of a variable interface 

 

List the saved queries of a user 

http://server_ip:port/login
http://server_ip:port/login
http://server_ip:port/login
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Description 
Get a list of all the saved queries of a user on the platform. For each 

query, its id and name are listed, along with its creation date. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/queries/list/ 

Parameters - 

Request Body - 

Table 3-67: List saved queries interface 

 

Get the variables and dimensions of a query 

Description 
For a specific query, get all the variables and dimensions that it 
returns when executed. For each variable and dimension, its name 

is followed by the alias that is used in the SQL query statement. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/queries/get_query_variables/?{id} 

Parameters 
id: the identifier of the query that is used to get its variables and 
dimensions 

Request Body - 

Table 3-68: Get variables and dimensions of a query interface 

 

Execute a query from id 

Description 

Execute a specific query on the platform. When the query is 

executed the results are obtained, which are the following: 
• Headers: some metadata about the execution of the query, 

such as the execution time in milliseconds and the columns 

returned. For each column, information about the 
corresponding variable or dimension is listed. 

• Results: a list of the rows that are retrieved by the query 

execution 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/queries/execute/{query_id}/ 

Parameters query_id: the identifier of the query to be executed 

Request Body - 

Table 3-69: Execute a query from id interface 

Execute a query from JSON document 

Description 
Execute a specific query on the platform. When the query is 
executed the results are obtained, which are the following: 

http://server_ip:port/login
http://server_ip:port/login
http://server_ip:port/login
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• Headers: some metadata about the execution of the query, 

such as the execution time in milliseconds and the columns 
returned. For each column, information about the 

corresponding variable or dimension is listed. 

• Results: a list of the rows that are retrieved by the query 

execution 

HTTP Method POST 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/queries/execute/ 

Parameters - 

Request Body 

query: { 

    'distinct': False, 

     'from': [ 

        {'name': 'dataset name', 

          'type': 'dataset identifier, 

          'select': [{ 

              'aggregate': 'aggregation function', 

              'exclude': 'True or False', 

              'groupBy': 'True or False', 

              'name': 'variable column name', 

              'title':  'variable title, 

              'type':  'variable identifier'}, 

              …..],} 

        …..], 

    'limit': 'Integer to limit the returned results', 

    'orderings': [ 

         {'name': 'variable column name',  

           'type': 'ASC or DESC'} 

    ….], 

    'filters': {'a': 'filter variable column name', 

                 'b': 'filter value', 

                 'op': 'filter operator'}, 

    } 

Table 3-70: Execute a query from JSON document interface 

 

3.7 Service Builder 

3.7.1 Design and functionalities 

The Service Builder is the component responsible for the overall control of the analytical services that 

are provided from the BigDataOcean platform. The role of this component is very crucial for addressing 

the stakeholder’s needs, as it gives the ability to perform advanced analytics over multiple datasets that 

are available on the Big Data Storage. The scope of the Service Builder is to facilitate the creation of 

new services and the performance of analytics on top of the BDO platform providing proper tools to 

the end users and to initiate, customise and monitor the execution of a requested service. 

http://server_ip:port/login
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In sum, the three core functionalities of the Service Builder component are the following:  

• The creation of a new service using data and tools provided by the platform. 

• The application of machine learning and other types of analyses on the platform’s datasets, 

along with the ability to store their outputs as new datasets. 

• The configuration and the execution of analytical services and the presentation of the results/ 

outputs to the end-users. 

For the service creation, the Service Builder provides an environment to the service provider in order 

to use his saved queries, expose arguments to the end-users, write custom code and provide a 

configurable interface for the service. In more detail, the workflow of the service creation process is 

the following: 

1. The service provider chooses the queries to be included in the service. The queries are chosen 

from a list of the already defined and saved queries from the Query Designer environment and 

they can be used in order to load data from the Big Data Storage to the new created service. 

2. The second step, is the definition of the arguments that will be exposed to the service end-

user, in order to parameterise the service. The service arguments are divided into two 

categories. First, the filter arguments are arguments that are connected to the filters of the 

selected queries and can be parameterised by the user in order the queries to return different 

values based on the user input. The definition of a filter argument is made by selecting one of 

the available filters that are present in the selected queries and then, defining the type of the 

argument (i.e. Integer), its name, its title, which is the name of the argument that will be 

displayed to the end-user, the default value and a short description. The second category is 

the algorithm arguments, which are arguments that are exposed to the end-user and their 

values can be obtained in the service code, using a Python dictionary that contains the values 

of all these arguments, in order to be used in the code to customise the service.  

3. Next, it’s the service code. An Apache Zeppelin Notebook is provided to the end-user, in order 

to write the custom code of the service. The service provider writes code into the Notebook, 

has access to the user input through a predefined Python dictionary and different libraries can 

be used, especially the ones provided by the Spark processing framework (i.e. MLib). Moreover, 

the component gives to the service provider the ability to directly load data using the selected 

queries into Spark Dataframes for further process, without needing to know the underlying 

data structure or how data are retrieved from the Big Data Storage. 

4. Then, the user can define the interface that is going to be displayed to the service end-user. 

In order to provide flexibility, the service provider may write custom code (HTML, CSS and 

JavaScript) for the creation of the interface, get a preview of it at any time, but the platform 

also provides a predefined service template to be used. In addition, for the service interface, 

the user can make use of the Django template language for creating reusable and customisable 

output. 

5. Moreover, the user is equipped with the ability to create customised visualisations using the 

selected queries or Spark Dataframes that are defined in the service source code and include 

them in the service interface. 

6. The newly created service can then be previewed. 
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7. Finally, the service provider can choose to publish the service, in order to be accessible from 

the platform, providing some additional information, such as its title, pricing details, a 

description and choose if it will be private or public. 

The diagrammatic representation of the workflow described above is displayed in the following figure: 

 

Figure 3-10: Service Creation Sequence diagram 

The second workflow of the Service Builder component is about the application of different analytical 

algorithms and functions on the platform’s datasets and the storage of their results for future usage. 

For the application of algorithms, the service builder offers, as described previously, a web-based 
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Notebook, Apache Zeppelin, which enables interactive data analytics with Big Data tools, like Apache 

Spark. For storing the results of an analysis, the Service Builder can extract the data of a Spark 

Dataframe and then store them to the platform’s Big Data Storage, from which they can be loaded at 

the future. 

This workflow is also displayed in the following figure: 

 

Figure 3-11: Analysis execution and save of results 

 

Regarding the service execution, the Service Builder component offers a service execution endpoint for 

submitting a service to be executed. Custom parameter values defined by the end-user are included, 

giving thus the ability of personalising the service upon the user’s needs, towards the extraction of 

valuable results. The service execution is triggered by a HTTP request to the BDO platform, where a 

new service execution instance is created, the service customised code is executed and the generated 

output is presented to the end-user. The respective workflow is the following: 

1. The BDO Service Builder receives a request to execute a specific service with some defined 

parameter values. 

2. The access of the user to the specific service is examined. If access is denied, then the 

execution is aborted, otherwise, the service execution is continued. 

3. A new service instance is created. The service instance incorporates the user input, the code 

that must be executed, the execution status, what is supposed to be returned and everything 

else that could be required for the service execution. 

4. A new note with a clone of the requested service is created and configured based on the 

parameters submitted by the user, the queries to be performed and the result that will be 

returned. 
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5. A new remote execution session is created and the service code is sequentially sent to the 

Spark Cluster, where the required data are loaded from the Big Data Storage and then, the 

respective analytical jobs are properly scheduled, distributed and executed. 

6. If the analytical service allows it, after the execution of each set of code, the execution status 

of the service instance is updated. 

7. Once the analytical process is complete, the results are sent back to the service instance. 

8. The final step of the process is to provide the output to the user who made the request. The 

output is created using the interface code of the service, which is adjusted based on the 

execution results using the Django Template Engine. If the output requires visualisations from 

Spark Dataframe, the needed data are gathered from remote execution session and the 

visualisations are created. 

The diagrammatic representations of the workflow described above is provided in the figure bellow: 

 

Figure 3-12: Service Execution sequence diagram 
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3.7.2 Updates from components design and APIs v3.00 

In the current version the workflow of analysing the datasets on the platform and then storing them 

for future usage is added. 

 

3.7.3 Requirements met 

The Service Builder addresses the following requirements: 

1. DAN-TR-1: The Service Builder facilitates the performance of big data analytic algorithms on 

the data stored/ linked in the BigDataOcean platform including descriptive, predictive, and 

prescriptive analytics.  

2. DAN-TR-2: The Service Builder enables end-users to save analyses results as datasets that 

can be further analysed with other algorithms. 

3. DAN-TR-3: The Service Builder is performing data analysis on a scalable cluster-computing 

framework, programming entire clusters with implicit data parallelism and fault-tolerance. 

Updates from v3.00 

• The Service Builder meets an additional requirement that were previously unmet, the ability 

to store the results of an analysis for future usage. 

 

3.7.4 Performance indicators 

The performance of the pilot service execution processes through the Service Builder is one of the main 

issues that are examined in the context of the BigDataOcean platform. It is recognised that the observed 

execution time depends on a number of different parameters. First, the size of the required datasets, 

the data storage and the data retrieval play a key role. Then, it is how demanding the performed 

analytical tasks are. For example, what type of operations are applied, which algorithms are used and 

with what options like the number of iterations. Apache Spark offers great implementations of 

operations and algorithms for distributed execution, but often the need for serial code increases the 

execution time. Moreover, the size and the characteristics of the computer cluster used to submit the 

jobs, affect the performance, along with the number of tasks running on the cluster and the network 

traffic. Additionally, there are some extra overheads, due to Zeppelin operations (like cloning a service’s 

code) and the Livy and Spark session creation (which may even require half a minute). In order to 

overcome the delay for the creation of a new Spark session, an attempt to create a set of active sessions 

before the actual service execution is made. The time needed for creating the visualisations of the 

services may also vary, depending on the size of the data and the visualisation type. 

Updates from v3.00 

• A set of Livy and Spark sessions are created prior to the actual service execution in order to 

be ready-to-use. 
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The following table contains some figures about the execution time for the pilot services 42.  

Pilot Service Execution Time 

Primary Wave Energy Resource Assessment 

(Single location evaluation test case) 

1’ 20’’ (+ approximately 1’ 

for session initialisation) 

Primary Wave Energy Resource Assessment 

(Area location evaluation test case) 

1’ 48’’ (+ approximately 1’ 

for session initialisation) 

Primary Wave Energy Resource Assessment 

(Wave Forecast test case) 

1’ 02’’ (+ approximately 1’ 

for session initialisation) 

Primary Wave Energy Resource Assessment 

(Data visualisation test case) 
20’’ 

Table 3-71: Service Builder performance indicators 

3.7.5 Technologies and Tools 

The Service Builder is developed as a Django 1.11 application, using Python 2.7 and the front-end 

environment is created using Bootstrap 3 and jQuery 3.1. At the service creation, the new service 

interface is dynamically created and previewed using CodeMirror JavaScript library43, which offers a 

versatile and configurable text editor with the ability of a live preview of what is written in the different 

editors. 

The service creation is performed using Notebooks and more specifically the latest version of Apache 

Zeppelin 0.7. The use of Zeppelin was chosen, because the majority of data analysts are very familiar 

with the Notebook environments, it offers interactive code execution, built-in Apache Spark integration 

without the need of separate plugins or libraries, runtime jar dependency using maven repositories and 

in general it provides great flexibility to the user. Moreover, a core feature of Apache Zeppelin is the 

REST APIs that offers, which can be used to add/ edit code programmatically, clone services, adjust 

configuration, execute code and more. 

The Big Data processing framework that is used is Apache Spark 2.2, which is a widely used analytics 

engine for large-scale data processing. It offers four easy-to-use libraries for Machine Learning, SQL 

querying on Big Data sources, Stream and Graph processing, with a rich set of configurable algorithms 

and data operations. Additionally, it supports four different programming languages (Scala, Python, 

Java and R) and achieves high performance for both batch and streaming data processing, using a 

state-of-the-art DAG scheduler and also is fully interoperable with the most popular big data storage 

and cluster management solutions. 

As regards the remote data execution, Apache Livy 0.5 is used. Apache Livy is a service that enables 

easy interaction with a Spark cluster over a REST API. It enables easy submission of Spark jobs or 

snippets of Spark code, synchronous or asynchronous result retrieval, as well as Spark Context 

                                                

42 The execution of the examples was performed on a deployment consisting of 10 virtual machines, 

each one equipped with 16GB RAM and 4 virtual CPUs. 

43 CodeMirror, https://codemirror.net/ 
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management. Spark jobs can be either submitted for batch processing or interactive sessions can be 

created in order to enable interactive Spark code execution remotely. 

Updates from v3.00 

• No updates were introduced. 

 

3.7.6 Interfaces 

Updates from v3.00 

• An interface to get the status of an executed service has been added. 

It should be noted that the documentation of the interfaces using the Swagger framework is also 

available as Annex III in the current deliverable. 

 

The following tables document the internal interfaces of the Service Builder: 

List the available services 

Description 
Retrieve a list of all the available services that are available on the 
BigDataOcean platform. For each service, some metadata are 

provided, such as its title, a description and the provider. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/services/list/ 

Parameters - 

Request Body - 

Table 3-72: List available services interface 

 

List the arguments of a service 

Description 

Retrieve a list with all the arguments that are required for the 

customisation and execution of a specific service. For each 

argument, information is provided like its name, its type, a 
description and the default value. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/services/{service_id}/arguments/ 

Parameters service_id: the identifier of the selected algorithm. 

Request Body - 

Table 3-73: List the arguments of a service interface 

 

Service execution 

http://server_ip:port/login
http://server_ip:port/login
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Description 

Execute a specific service of the platform. The selected service is 

customised with the selected values of the required arguments and 

then is executed. The response includes either the results of the 

algorithm execution or a link to the page where the result is available 

(if for example is a visualisation). 

HTTP Method POST 

Endpoint URL 
http://server_ip:port/services/{service_id}/execute/?{argument_1} 

&{argument_2}&… 

Parameters 
service_id: the identifier of the selected service. 

argument_{i}: the user input for the i-th service argument 

Request Body - 

Table 3-74: Service execution interface 

 

Service status 

Description Get the execution status of a service. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/services/{service_instance }/status/ 

Parameters service_instance: the identifier of the service instance created. 

Request Body - 

Table 3-75: Service status interface 

 

3.8 Visualiser 

3.8.1 Design and functionalities 

The Visualiser is the component responsible for the visual representation of the platform’s datasets and 

the results produced from the other components. Computer-based visualisation systems provide visual 

representations of queries designed to help people carry out tasks more effectively. Particularly this 

component will offer a variety of visual representations including map markers, bar charts, pie charts, 

heat maps, etc. based on the execution output of queries composed by the Query Designer component. 

It will also display the results of the analysis executed by the Service Builder. The visualisations are 

provided within various contexts within the BigDataOcean platform and are used from other 

components, including: 

• The Query Designer, in order to allow users to generate visualisations when they explore the 

platform’s datasets. 

http://server_ip:port/services/%7bservice_id%7d/execute/?%7bargument_1%7d
http://server_ip:port/login
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• Reports and dashboards include results from the Visualiser component, in order the end-user 

to create interactive dashboards with rich information from multiple sources. 

• The results of the services can also be graphically displayed through visualisation produced by 

the Visualiser component, either using queries or Spark Dataframes as data sources. 

The visualisations are divided into two groups. The first is about chart visualisations, like line charts, 

time series, column charts, histograms and more. The second group is consisted of visualisations that 

are displayed on maps, such as contours on map, plotlines, heatmaps markers on map and more. Map 

visualisation can be also generated with more than one layers, which combine different data and 

visualisation types. The two visualisation groups follow slightly different workflows. 

The execution flow of displaying a chart visualisation is described below: 

• A chart visualisation request is received, which carries the visualisation type to be created and 

all the necessary parameters required to create the visualisation. First of all, the source of the 

data to be used, either a query or a Spark Dataframe. Next, there are the specific parameters 

required for each chart type, like the variables to be used, aggregations functions, temporal 

resolutions and more. 

• Next, the data that will be used for the creation of the chart are collected. 

• The data are then processed according to the needs of the requested chart visualisation. 

• Finally, the visualisation is returned and displayed to the component that called for it. 

The execution flow of displaying a map visualisation is the following: 

• A map visualisation request is received, which contains all the necessary information for 

creating each layer of the multilayer visualisation (the format of the URL is described in the 

following sections).  

• The request is then parsed and the creation of the layers from the request begins. Each layer 

is added on top of the previous layers. 

• At first, the map is empty and then, the component calls a function for creating one of the 

requested layer visualisations (each visualisation type is created by a different function). 

• The input for all the necessary parameters of the specific layer is collected.  

• Then, the data to be used for the creation of the visualisation are collected. 

• The data are processed, taking suitable format for the requested visualisation.  

• When the visualisation is completed, it is added to the map as a new layer.  

• Along with each new layer that is created, a new file is also created, containing all the 

information of the created visualisation. If the exact same layer is to be reloaded by the 

Visualiser, the necessary information is extracted from the corresponding file, thus saving a lot 

of time compared to creating the layer from scratch. This is a very useful feature for other 

components, which use the Visualiser, such as the Dashboard Builder. (In that case, the user 

can dynamically add new layers to existing map visualisations. Instead of recreating the existing 

layers, the necessary information is found cached in files and the computation is limited to 

creating only the new layer.) 

• The procedure mentioned above is repeated several times for every layer described in the 

visualisation request. 

• When all the layers have been added to the map, the visualisation is returned and displayed to 

the component that called for it. 
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Additional functionalities of the Visualiser component include the creation of a list containing all the 

available visualisation types, as well as a list of the configuration field forms for each visualisation. (both 

used in the Dashboard Builder, Query Designer and Service Builder). 

The following figures display the execution flows of the Visualiser. 

 

 

Figure 3-13: Visualiser Sequence Diagram for Charts Visualisations 
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Figure 3-14: Visualiser Sequence Diagram for Map Visualisations 

 

3.8.2 Updates from components design and APIs v3.00 

There are no updates from the previous version and the description is provided for coherency reasons. 

3.8.3 Requirements met 

The Visualiser addresses the following requirements: 

1. DU-TR-2: Visualiser is able to visualise stored data using common chart types (bar chart, line 

chart, pie chart, etc.). 

2. DU-TR-3: Visualiser refers to user-defined queries in order to access the underlying data. 

3. DU-TR-4: Various data such as data aggregations and spatial datasets can be fed into the 

Visualiser. 
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Updates from v3.00 

• No updates were introduced. 

 

3.8.4 Performance indicators 

The performance of the Visualiser component is related to a couple of parameters. Firstly, the size of 

the query or the Dataframe that is used to gather the visualisation data, which may require the majority 

of the time creation time. Secondly, it is the visualisation-specific configuration parameters from the 

user and the processing functions needed in order to turn the raw data into a meaningful chart or map 

visualisation. Some visualisation types, like the generation of filled contours, may require heavy data 

processing so as to generate the displayed images, while others do not demand such actions. 

Additionally, it should be pointed out that the different visualisations should often explicitly apply certain 

limits on the amount of data to be displayed. This is inevitable and performed by many tools, since 

otherwise, no valuable and meaningful figures will be created, but only confusing and unresponsive 

elements. 

Updates from v3.00 

• The following table with the execution times is updated with the new measurements and the 

new visualisation types created. 

The following table contains the execution times occurred when rendering visualisations using a set of 

different types of queries 44. The datasets from the platform that were used are the EXMILE AIS (553 

million rows), Maretec Waves Forecast (55 million rows), ANEK Epos History (3.5 million rows). 

Visualisation Type Query Generation Time 

Line chart (variable as a function of another 

variable) 
EXMILE AIS 13.2’’ 

Line chart (variable as a function of another 

variable) 

MARETEC WAVES 

FORECAST 
7’’ 

Line chart (variable as a function of another 

variable) 

ANEK EPOS 

HISTORY 
5’’ 

Column chart (variable as a function of 

another variable) 
EXMILE AIS 13.3” 

Column chart (variable as a function of 

another variable) 

MARETEC WAVES 

FORECAST 
6” 

Column chart (variable as a function of 

another variable) 

ANEK EPOS 

HISTORY 
7” 

                                                

44 The execution of the examples was performed on a deployment consisting of 10 virtual machines, 

each one equipped with 16GB RAM and 4 virtual CPUs. 
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Time Series chart (two variables through 

time- hour resolution) 
EXMILE AIS 17.5” 

Time Series chart (two variables through 

time- hour resolution) 

MARETEC WAVES 

FORECAST 
6” 

Time Series chart (two variables through 

time- hour resolution) 

ANEK EPOS 

HISTORY 
5.9” 

Aggregate value (average) EXMILE AIS 5.4” 

Aggregate value (average) 
MARETEC WAVES 

FORECAST 
4” 

Aggregate value (average) 
ANEK EPOS 

HISTORY 
4” 

Data Table (all columns) EXMILE AIS 4.3” 

Data Table (all columns) 
MARETEC WAVES 

FORECAST 
4.1” 

Data Table (all columns) 
ANEK EPOS 

HISTORY 
3.8” 

Histogram (15 bins) EXMILE AIS 9” 

Histogram (15 bins) 
MARETEC WAVES 

FORECAST 
5.3” 

Histogram (15 bins) 
ANEK EPOS 

HISTORY 
4” 

Histogram2D (15 bins- latitude/longitude) EXMILE AIS 19” 

Histogram2D (15 bins- latitude/longitude) 
MARETEC WAVES 

FORECAST 
5.4” 

Histogram2D (15 bins- latitude/longitude) 
ANEK EPOS 

HISTORY 
3.9” 

Pie Chart (count per platform id) EXMILE AIS 9.8” 

Pie Chart (count per direction) 
MARETEC WAVES 

FORECAST 
5” 

Pie Chart (count per platform id) 
ANEK EPOS 

HISTORY 
3” 

Contour on map (1 degree resolution) EXMILE AIS 32” 

Contour on map (1 degree resolution) 
MARETEC WAVES 

FORECAST 
12” 
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Contour on map (1 degree resolution) 
ANEK EPOS 

HISTORY 
12” 

Heatmap (Frequency) EXMILE AIS 11” 

Heatmap (Frequency) 
MARETEC WAVES 

FORECAST 
6.5” 

Heatmap (Frequency) 
ANEK EPOS 

HISTORY 
5.7” 

Markers – Vessel Course (150 markers) EXMILE AIS 11.6” 

Markers – Vessel Course (150 markers) 
ANEK EPOS 

HISTORY 
10” 

Markers – Grid (500 markers) 
MARETEC WAVES 

FORECAST 
20” 

Polygon- Line ( 60000 points) EXMILE AIS 9” 

Polygon- Line ( 60000 points) 
MARETEC WAVES 

FORECAST 
9” 

Polygon- Line ( 60000 points) 
ANEK EPOS 

HISTORY 
8” 

Plotline- Vessel Course (500 points) EXMILE AIS 19.8” 

Plotline- Vessel Course (500 points) 
ANEK EPOS 

HISTORY 
19” 

Table 3-76: Visualiser performance indicators 

3.8.5 Technologies and Tools 

The BDO Visualiser is developed as a Django 1.11 application using Python 2.7. For the implementation 

of the Visualiser several advantages and functionalities offered by Django are leveraged. 

Regarding the chart visualisations, AmCharts Library45 is used for the creation of Line Charts, Column 

Charts, Pie Charts, Histograms, 2d Histograms etc. and its use has been preferred since it is highly 

configurable, responsive, lightweight elegant and easy to use. 

Concerning the map visualisations, Folium46 (Python) and Leaflet47 (Javascript) libraries have been 

chosen due to their multiple functionalities such as the creation of heatmaps, image overlays, markers, 

plotlines, popovers on the maps etc. used. MatplotLib48, Pandas49 and PyLab50 libraries have also been 

                                                

45 AmCharts, https://www.amcharts.com/ 

46 Folium, http://folium.readthedocs.io/en/latest/ 

47 Leaflet, https://leafletjs.com/ 

48 MatPlotLib, https://matplotlib.org/ 

49 Pandas, https://pandas.pydata.org/ 

50 PyLab, https://scipy.github.io/old-wiki/pages/PyLab 
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used for the creation of images (used as layers in the map visualisations), legends and colour 

management. The satellite images for the initialisation of the maps, are obtained through Mapbox51. 

Updates from v3.00 

• No updates were introduced. 

 

3.8.6 Interfaces 

Updates from v3.00 

• The set of the different visualisation types that are offered by the platform is updated and 

additional types are described. 

It should be noted that the documentation of the interfaces using the Swagger framework is also 

available as Annex III in the current deliverable. 

The following tables document the internal interfaces of the Visualiser: 

List the available visualisation types 

Description 
Retrieve a list of all the visualisation types that are available on the 
BigDataOcean platform. For each visualisation, some metadata are 

provided, such as its title and a description. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL /visualizations/list/ 

Parameters - 

Request Body - 

Table 3-77: List available visualisation types interface 

 

List the parameters of a visualisation type 

Description 

Retrieve a list with all the parameters that are required for the 

customisation of a specific visualisation type. For each parameter, 

information is provided like its name, its type, a description and the 
default value. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/visualizations/{visualisation_type_id}/parameters/ 

Parameters visualisation_type_id: the identifier of the selected visualisation type. 

Request Body - 

Table 3-78: List the parameters of the visualisation type 

                                                

51 Mapbox, https://www.mapbox.com/ 
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Line chart 

Description 
Returns a line-chart visualisation that displays the relation between 

the values of two variables.  

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/visualizations/get_line_chart/?{parameters} 

Parameters 

query: the identifier of the query to be used to retrieve the data of 
the visualisation. 

df: the identifier of the spark or pandas dataframe from which the 
data of the visualisation will be retrieved. 

note_id: the identifier of the note where the dataframe. 

(the df and note_id parameters are used instead of query) 

y_var: the variable(s) to be used for the vertical axis of the 

visualisation. More than one variable can be provided, using the 
same parameter name and then be extracted from the URL as a list. 

x_var: the variable/ dimension to be used for the horizontal axis of 

the visualisation. 

Request Body - 

Table 3-79: Line chart interface 

 

Time series chart 

Description 
Returns a time-series chart visualisation that displays the values of a 
specific variable over time. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/visualizations/get_time_series_chart/?{parameters} 

Parameters 

query: the identifier of the query to be used to retrieve the data of the 

visualisation. 

df: the identifier of the spark or pandas dataframe from which the data 

of the visualisation will be retrieved. 

note_id: the identifier of the note where the dataframe. 

(the df and note_id parameters are used instead of query) 

y_var: the variable(s) to be used for the vertical axis of the visualisation. 
More than one variable can be provided, using the same parameter name 

and then be extracted from the URL as a list. 

temporal_resolution: the temporal resolution that will be applied on 
the time-series chart visualisation 

Request Body - 

Table 3-80: Time-series chart interface 

 

Column chart 

http://server_ip:port/login
http://server_ip:port/login
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Description 

Returns a column-chart visualisation that displays the values of a 

specific variable in relation to the values of another in a columnar 
format. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/visualizations/get_column_chart/?{parameters} 

Parameters 

query: the identifier of the query to be used to retrieve the data of 
the visualisation. 

df: the identifier of the spark or pandas dataframe from which the 

data of the visualisation will be retrieved. 

note_id: the identifier of the note where the dataframe. 

(the df and note_id parameters are used instead of query) 

y_var: the variable(s) to be used for the vertical axis of the 

visualisation. More than one variable can be provided, using the same 

parameter name and then be extracted from the URL as a list. 

x_var: the variable/ dimension to be used for the horizontal axis of 

the visualisation. 

Request Body - 

Table 3-81: Column chart interface 

 

Pie chart 

Description Returns a pie-chart visualisation. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/visualizations/get_pie_chart/?{parameters} 

Parameters 

query: the identifier of the query to be used to retrieve the data of 

the visualisation. 

df: the identifier of the spark or pandas dataframe from which the 
data of the visualisation will be retrieved. 

note_id: the identifier of the note where the dataframe. 

(the df and note_id parameters are used instead of query) 

key_var: the variable/ dimension to be used to separate the data 

into categories. 

value_var: the variable to be used as value for each category. 

Request Body - 

Table 3-82: Pie chart interface 

 

Contours on map 

Description 
Returns a map visualisation with filled contours on a region created 

according to a specific variable. 

HTTP Method GET 

http://server_ip:port/login
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Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/visualizations/get_map_contour/?{parameters} 

Parameters 

query: The identifier of the query to be used to retrieve the data of 
the visualisation. 

contour_var(layer_id): The name of the physical quantity that is 

presented in the contours. 

step_(layer_id): Carries the value of the step used in the division 

of the area of interest into a grid. 

agg_func(layer_id): The aggregation function to be used for the 

aggregation of data that fall into the same grid’s cell. 

n_contours_(layer_id): The number of colour samples that are 
generated for the different contours. 

Request Body - 

Table 3-83: Contours on map interface 

 

Markers – Vessel Course 

Description 
Returns a visualisation that displays a set of markers showing the 
positions of a vessel on a map during its course, along with the values 

of a specific variable. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL 
http://server_ip:port/visualizations/get_map_markers_vessel_course/ 

?{parameters} 

Parameters 

query_(layer_id): The identifier of the query to be used to retrieve 

the data of the visualisation. 

df_(layer_id): The identifier of the spark or pandas dataframe from 
which the data of the visualisation will be retrieved. 

note_id_(layer_id): The identifier of the note where the dataframe. 
(the df and note_id parameters are used instead of query) 

marker_limit_(layer_id): The maximum number markers to be 

displayed. 

variable_(layer_id): The physical quantity that is measured on the 

exact point the marker is displayed. 

color_var_(layer_id): The variable/ dimension according to which 

each marker may differ in color. 

vessel_id_column_(layer_id): The name of the column that is 

used for the vessel identification. 

vessel_id_(layer_id): The identifier of the vessel whose positions 
are displayed. 

Request Body - 

Table 3-84: Markers – Vessel Course interface 

 

Markers – Grid 

http://server_ip:port/login
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Description 
Returns a map visualisation with several markers displayed on a grid, 

along with the values of a selected variable. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL 
http://server_ip:port/visualizations/get_map_markers_grid/ 

?{parameters} 

Parameters 

query_(layer_id): The identifier of the query to be used to retrieve 

the data of the visualisation. 

df_(layer_id): The identifier of the spark or pandas dataframe 
from which the data of the visualisation will be retrieved. 

note_id_(layer_id): The identifier of the note where the 
dataframe. (the df and note_id parameters are used instead of 

query) 

marker_limit_(layer_id): The maximum number markers to be 
displayed. 

variable_(layer_id): The physical quantity that is measured on 
the exact point the marker is displayed. 

agg_func_(layer_id): The aggregation function to be used for the 
aggregation of data that fall into the same grid’s cell. 

Request Body - 

Table 3-85: Markers - Grid interface 

 

Plotline – Vessel Course 

Description 
Returns a visualisation with a plotline that shows the path followed 
by a vessel during its course. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL 
http://server_ip:port/visualizations/get_map_plotline_vessel_course/ 

?{parameters} 

Parameters 

query_(layer_id): The identifier of the query to be used to retrieve 
the data of the visualisation. 

df_(layer_id): The identifier of the spark or pandas dataframe from 

which the data of the visualisation will be retrieved. 

note_id_(layer_id): The identifier of the note where the 

dataframe. (the df and note_id parameters are used instead of query) 

points_limit_(layer_id): The number of the points that will be 

used to create the plotline. 

vessel_id_column_(layer_id): The name of the column that is 

used for the vessel identification. 

vessel_id_(layer_id): The identifier of the vessel whose positions 
are displayed. 

plotline_color_(layer_id): The colour of the plotline that is 
created on the map. 

Request Body - 

Table 3-86: Plotline – Vessel Course interface 

http://server_ip:port/visualizations/get_map_markers_grid/
http://server_ip:port/visualizations/get_map_plotline_vessel_course/
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Polygon - Line 

Description 
Returns a visualisation with a line or polygon displayed on a map 

using the coordinates of the data. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/visualizations/get_map_polygon/?{parameters} 

Parameters 

query_(layer_id): The identifier of the query to be used to retrieve 
the data of the visualisation. 

df_(layer_id): The identifier of the spark or pandas dataframe from 
which the data of the visualisation will be retrieved. 

note_id_(layer_id): The identifier of the note where the 

dataframe. (the df and note_id parameters are used instead of query) 

points_limit_(layer_id): The number of the points that will be 

used to create the polygon/line. 

plotline_color_(layer_id): The colour of the line that is created on 

the map. 

Request Body - 

Table 3-87: Polygon- Line interface 

 

Heatmap 

Description 
Returns a heatmap visualisation on a map showing the intensity of the 

chosen variable (or the frequency of occurrence) in a region. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/visualizations/get_map_heatmap/?{parameters} 

Parameters 

query_(layer_id): The identifier of the query to be used to retrieve 
the data of the visualisation. 

df_(layer_id): The identifier of the spark or pandas dataframe from 
which the data of the visualisation will be retrieved. 

note_id_(layer_id): The identifier of the note where the dataframe. 

(the df and note_id parameters are used instead of query) 

heat_col_(layer_id): The physical quantity that is displayed on the 

heatmap. (can also take the value ‘frequency’ showing the frequency 
of records on a specific point) 

points_limit_(layer_id): The number of the points that will be used 

to create the heatmap. 

Request Body - 

Table 3-88: Heatmap interface 

 

Map visualisation View 

http://server_ip:port/login
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Description 

Returns a map visualisation that can consist of one or multiple layers. 

Each layer can present data from a different query or Spark Dataframe 
and can be a plotline, markers on map, contours on map or a heatmap. 

The parameters of each layer carry an identifier of the layer (layer_id) so 
as to be differentiated from other layers and avoid confusion.  

CONTOURS ON MAP 

A contour map visualisation created according to the data retrieved from 

the execution of the query the user created or a dataframe after an 

algorithm execution. 

MARKERS- VESSEL COURSE 

A map visualisation created according to the data retrieved from the 
execution of the query the user created or a dataframe after an algorithm 

execution, where a number of markers are displayed showing the position 

of a chosen vessel on a map. 

MARKERS- GRID 

A map visualisation created according to the data retrieved from the 
execution of the query the user created or a dataframe after an algorithm 

execution, where a number of markers are displayed on a grid which show 
the (aggregated) value of a chosen variable. 

PLOTLINE- VESSEL COURSE 

A map visualisation created according to the data retrieved from the 
execution of the query the user created or a dataframe after an algorithm 

execution, where a plotline is displayed showing the path of a vessel over 
time. 

POLYGON- LINE 

A map visualisation created according to the data retrieved from the 
execution of the query the user created or a dataframe after an algorithm 

execution, where a line or polygon is displayed on the map using the 
coordinates of the data. 

HEATMAP 

A map visualisation created according to the data retrieved from the 

execution of the query the user created or a dataframe after an algorithm 

execution, where a heat map is showing the intensity of the chosen 
variable (or the frequency of occurrence) 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/visualizations/get_map_visualization/?{parameters} 

Parameters 

layer_count: The number of layers the requested visualisation has. 

 

For each layer: 

viz_id_(layer_id): The id of the layer’s visualisation as saved in the 
database. 

query_(layer_id): The identifier of the query to be used to retrieve the 

data of the visualisation. 

df_(layer_id): The identifier of the spark or pandas dataframe from 

which the data of the visualisation will be retrieved. 

note_id_(layer_id): The identifier of the note where the dataframe. 

(the df and note_id parameters are used instead of query) 

layer_id_(layer_id): The identifier of the layer of visualisation used to 

separate the parameters of each layer. 

http://server_ip:port/login
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cached_file_id_(layer_id): The name of the created file that contains 

cached information about the visualisation of the given layer, which can 
be later used to recreate the visualisation faster. 

action_(layer_id): The view name of the visualisation of the given 
layer. 

 

CONTOURS ON MAP 

contour_var_(layer_id): The name of the physical quantity that is 

presented in the contours. 

step_(layer_id): Carries the value of the step used in the division of the 

area of interest into a grid. 

agg_func(layer_id): The aggregation function to be used for the 

aggregation of data that fall into the same grid’s cell. 

n_contours_(layer_id): The number of colour samples that are 
generated for the different contours. 

 

MARKERS- GRID 

marker_limit_(layer_id): The maximum number markers to be 
displayed. 

variable_(layer_id): The physical quantity that is measured on the 

exact point the marker is displayed. 

agg_func_(layer_id): The aggregation function to be used for the 

aggregation of data that fall into the same grid’s cell. 

 

 

MARKERS- VESSEL COURSE 

marker_limit_(layer_id): The maximum number markers to be 

displayed. 

variable_(layer_id): The physical quantity that is measured on the 

exact point the marker is displayed. 

color_var_(layer_id): The variable/ dimension according to which each 

marker may differ in color. 

vessel_id_column_(layer_id): The name of the column that is used 
for the vessel identification. 

vessel_id_(layer_id): The identifier of the vessel whose positions are 
displayed. 

 

PLOTLINE- VESSEL COURSE 

points_limit_(layer_id): The number of the points that will be used to 

create the plotline. 

vessel_id_column_(layer_id): The name of the column that is used 

for the vessel identification. 

vessel_id_(layer_id): The identifier of the vessel whose positions are 
displayed. 

plotline_color_(layer_id): The color of the plotline that is created on 
the map. 

 

MAP POLYGON- LINE 
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points_limit_(layer_id): The number of the points that will be used to 

create the polygon/line. 

plotline_color_(layer_id): The colour of the line that is created on the 

map. 

 

HEATMAP 

heat_col_(layer_id): The physical quantity that is displayed on the 

heatmap. (can also take the value ‘frequency’ showing the frequency of 

records on a specific point) 

points_limit_(layer_id): The number of the points that will be used to 

create the heatmap. 

 

Request Body - 

Table 3-89: Map Visualiser interface 

 

Histogram 

Description Returns a histogram visualisation of the chosen variable.  

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/visualizations/get_histogram_chart/?{parameters} 

Parameters 

query: the identifier of the query to be used to retrieve the data of the 

visualisation. 

df: the identifier of the spark or pandas dataframe from which the data 

of the visualisation will be retrieved. 

note_id: the identifier of the note where the dataframe. 

(the df and note_id parameters are used instead of query) 

x_var: the variable/ dimension to be used for the vertical axis of the 
visualisation. 

bins: the number of buckets among the data will be distributed in the 
histogram. (displayed on the horizontal axis) 

Request Body - 

Table 3-90: Histogram Chart Interface 

 

Histogram 2d 

Description 
Returns a two-dimensional histogram visualisation based on the 

values of the two selected variables. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/visualizations/get_histogram2d/?{parameters} 

Parameters  

http://server_ip:port/login
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query: the identifier of the query to be used to retrieve the data of 

the visualisation. 

df: the identifier of the spark or pandas dataframe from which the 

data of the visualisation will be retrieved. 

note_id: the identifier of the note where the dataframe. 

(the df and note_id parameters are used instead of query) 

x_var: the variable/ dimension to be used for the horizontal axis of 

the visualisation. 

y_var: the variable/ dimension to be used for the vertical axis of the 
visualisation. 

bins: the number of buckets among the data will be distributed on 
the two-dimensional grid. 

Request Body - 

Table 3-91: Two-Dimensional Histogram Chart Interface 

 

Datatable 

Description 

Returns a table containing all the data retrieved from the execution 

of the query the user created or a dataframe after an algorithm 
execution. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/visualizations/get_data_table/?{parameters} 

Parameters 

query: the identifier of the query to be used to retrieve the data of 

the visualisation. 

df: the identifier of the spark or pandas dataframe from which the 

data of the visualisation will be retrieved. 

note_id: the identifier of the note where the dataframe. 

(the df and note_id parameters are used instead of query) 

Request Body - 

Table 3-92: Datatable Interface 

 

Aggregate Value 

Description 
Returns the calculated aggregate value of all the data retrieved from 
the execution of the query the user created or a dataframe after an 

algorithm execution, according to the given aggregate function. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/visualizations/get_aggregate_value/ 

Parameters 

query: the identifier of the query to be used to retrieve the data of 
the visualisation. 

df: the identifier of the spark or pandas dataframe from which the 
data of the visualisation will be retrieved. 

note_id: the identifier of the note where the dataframe. 

http://server_ip:port/login
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(the df and note_id parameters are used instead of query) 

variable: the variable that is going to be used in the aggregate 
function. 

agg_func: the name of the aggregate function that is going to be 
used to calculate the final value. 

Request Body - 

Table 3-93: Aggregate Value Interface 

 

3.9 Access Controller 

3.9.1 Design and functionalities 

The Access Controller is the component responsible for controlling the access to the different resources 

of the platform, like the datasets, the services and the dashboards. Moreover, it manages the process 

of data-sharing and sharing of services and dashboards to the platform’s users. The component’s 

functionality follows the main principles defined by the Attribute-Based-Access-Control52 (ABAC) 

paradigm, which is a logical access control model, where access to objects is controlled by evaluating 

rules (policies) against the attributes of the entities (subject and object) actions and the environment 

relevant to a request.  

More specifically, the Access Controller has two main functionalities: 

• Control the access to the platform’s Datasets, Services and Dashboards. 

• Manage the process of requesting and granting access to the platform’s resources. 

ABAC uses attributes as building blocks, in order to define access control rules (policies) and describe 

access requests. Attributes are sets of labels or properties that can be used to describe all the entities 

that must be considered for authorisation purposes. The different Entities that are associated with the 

ABAC model are the Subjects, where at the platform’s case are the users, the Resources that for 

BigDataOcean are the different datasets, dashboards and services of the platform, the Actions, which 

are either data retrieval or preview for the datasets, service execution or the display of a dashboard 

and the Context, which includes all the information about the situation and the environment at the time 

of the request. 

For the implementation of the ABAC paradigm from the Access Controller, three main modules are 

created, as follows: 

• The Policy Enforcement Point (PEP), which acts as the endpoint that receives the access 

requests to the different resources, forwards these requests appropriately to the other modules 

and sends the final response to the component that made the request. 

• The Policy Information Point (PIP), which retrieves the required attributes of the resources and 

the active policies from the platform’s storage. The information about the attributes and the 

policies to be evaluated are forwarded to the Policy Decision Point. 

• The Policy Decision Point (PDP), which evaluates the access requests based on the resources’ 

attributes and the policies and produces a decision to grant or deny access. 

                                                

52 ABAC, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Attribute-based_access_control 
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The execution flow of examining the access rights to a resource is described as follows: 

• The Policy Enforcement Point receives a request for accessing a resource. 

• The type of the request is examined and the suitable function of the Policy Decision Point is 

called to resolve the request. 

• The Policy Decision Point examines which resources are being requested and by whom and 

calls the Policy Information Point to get the required attributes and the policies for this kind of 

resource. 

• The Policy Information Point gathers all the information from the platform’s storage and the 

stored policies. 

• The Policy Decision Point evaluates the policies one-by-one, according to the received 

attributes. If a policy evaluation is successful the access is granted, otherwise, if none of the 

policy evaluations is successful, then the access is denied. 

• The Policy Enforcement Point receives the decision and grant or deny access accordingly. 

The following figure display the execution flow for the functionality of the Access Controller. 
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Figure 3-15: Access Controller sequence diagram 

Moreover, as mentioned above, the Access Controller component is responsible for managing the 

process of requesting and sharing access to the different platform’s resources and implements the 

BigDataOcean’s data sharing scheme. For this, the Access Controller offers two different workflows that 

allow the sharing of the platform’s datasets, dashboards and services.  

The first workflow for sharing resources is the following: 

• A user navigates to the description page of a private resource (i.e. a dataset or a service) to 

which he does not have access. 

• The user selects to make a request to access this resource. 

• A new access request is created, it is marked as “open” and forwarded to the owner of the 

resource. 

• The owner of the resource chooses to approve or not the request. 

• The user who made the request is notified with the outcome of the request. 

The second workflow is the following: 
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• The owner of a resource visits its description page. 

• Then, the owner chooses to share the resource to another user of the platform, by providing 

either the username or the email. 

• In the case of sharing a dashboard, the owner chooses if the second user will have editing 

rights on the dashboard or not. 

• The second user is notified for the sharing.  

The following figure displays both the two aforementioned workflows: 

 

Figure 3-16: Access Controller request and sharing access sequence diagram 

3.9.2 Updates from components design and APIs v3.00 

The update from the previous version is that the Access Controller component can manage the process 

of sharing the different resources available on the platform between the users, by supporting the two 

different workflows. 

 

3.9.3 Requirements met 

The Access Controller addresses the following requirements: 

1. DS-TR-6: The system should offer native security and encryption mechanisms. 

2. DS-TR-5: The system should support distributed storage and auto-sharing. 

Updates from v3.00 
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• The Access Controller allows and automates the process of sharing the platform’s resources 

between the users. 

 

3.9.4 Performance indicators 

The main processes of the Access Controller are to retrieve the required attributes and to evaluate the 

different policies, which are not complex and do add not execution delays. 

 

Updates from v3.00 

• No updates were introduced. 

 

3.9.5 Technologies and Tools 

The BDO Access Controller is developed as a Django 1.11 application with Python 2.7. 

 

Updates from v3.00 

• No updates were introduced. 

 

3.9.6 Interfaces 

Updates from v3.00 

• A set of interfaces are introduced regarding requesting and sharing access to the different 

resources of the platform. 

It should be noted that the documentation of the interfaces using the Swagger framework is also 

available as Annex III in the current deliverable. 

The following tables document the internal interfaces of the Access Controller: 

Share access to a resource 

Description Sharing access to a platform’s resource to another user. 

HTTP Method POST 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/access_control/share_access/  

Parameters - 

Request Body 

{ 

 "resource_id": "The identifier of the resource to be shared.", 

 "resource_type": "The type of the resource to be shared (dataset, 

dashboard, service).", 

 "username_or_email": "The username or the email of the user to 
whom the resource is being shared." 

http://server_ip:port/login
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 "can_edit": "Boolean field declaring if resource shared with editing 

rights (for dashboards)", 

} 

Table 3-94: Sharing access to resource interface 

 

Request access to a resource 

Description Request access to a private platform’s resource. 

HTTP Method POST 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/access_control/request_access/  

Parameters - 

Request Body 

{ 

 "resource_id": "The identifier of the resource to be shared.", 

 "resource_type": "The type of the resource to which access is 

requested (dataset, dashboard, service).", 

 "requesting_user_id": "The identifier of the user makes the 

request", 

 "can_edit": "Boolean field declaring if the request includes editing 

rights (for dashboards)", 

} 

Table 3-95: Requesting access to resource interface 

 

3.10 Dashboard Builder 

3.10.1 Design and functionalities 

The Dashboard Builder is the component responsible for the creation of dynamic dashboards and 

reports, as well as the display of already created ones. This component gives the ability to the end-

users to create and manage custom dashboards, consisting of multiple different widgets in a user-

defined layout.  

More specifically, the Dashboard Builder has two main functionalities: 

• Creating and saving a dashboard with multiple widgets. 

• Loading and displaying already saved dashboards. 

Each widget defined in the Dashboard Builder can be either a visualisation generated by the BDO 

platform, or a custom note. In the case of visualisation widgets, they are created based on data 

collected by the already saved queries and they can be of all the different types provided by the platform 

(i.e. time series charts, histograms, plotlines on map, etc.). They can be divided into two categories, 

map visualisations that can be created directly on a map and common charts, such as line charts, pie 

charts and more. The former can be created in such way, so as to include multiple different layers, 

each added on top of the other. The dashboard builder enables the user to create and save the different 

layers directly on a map, in order to display at the same time and map a varying set of information. 

http://server_ip:port/login
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The second type of widgets that can be added to a dashboard are custom notes. These notes may 

include texts, images, tables and more, which are directly defined by the user on a dedicated WYSIWYG 

(what you see is what you get) editor.  

After the inclusion of a set of widgets, the user has the ability to define each widget’s width, height and 

position, in order to create for the dashboard a custom layout. Additionally, the dashboard as whole 

and each widget independently have their own titles provided by the user, who can also define if the 

dashboard is a public one that can be viewed by every other user, or if it is private. After the creation 

of a dashboard, its owner can at any time edit or delete it, too. 

The execution flow of creating a dashboard is described as follows: 

• The Dashboard Builder acquires the user’s saved queries through a request to the Query 

Designer. 

• It also gets all the available visualisation types along with the necessary configuration form 

fields for each one, through a request to the Visualiser component.  

• The user chooses to add a new widget, which is either a visualisation or a note. 

• In the case of a new visualisation to be added to the dashboard, the user selects the query to 

be used to get data and the visualisation type. Afterwards, the required configuration in respect 

for the specific visualisation type must be provided and then, a visualisation request is passed 

to the Visualiser component, where the final visualisation is created, according to the user’s 

input. The generated visualisation is displayed, in order to be previewed by the user.  

• If the case of a map visualisation, the user may save the currently displayed layer and perform 

the previous step again, in order to create a new layer to be added on top of the already saved 

layers. The saved layers can be at any time deleted. 

• If the user wants to add a new note to the dashboard, a WYSIWYG editor is provided, in order 

to write custom text, format it and include any other elements like for example tables or images. 

• After the preview, the widget can be added to the dashboard. 

• Several widgets can be added to the dashboard. The user may also configure the layout of the 

different widgets, change their size, position, or give custom titles. 

• Once all the components have been added, the dashboard and its options can be saved, in 

order to be later displayed again if requested. 

The execution flow of loading and displaying saved dashboards is described as follows: 

• A list of all the saved dashboards is acquired through a request to the interface of the 

Dashboard Builder. 

• The access of the user to the specific dashboard is examined. If access is denied, then the 

dashboard is not displayed, otherwise the process is continued. 

• The unit displays the dashboard content (re-executes all necessary functions and visualisation 

requests to the Visualiser). 

• The Dashboard Builder also offers an export-function where the outcome of a dashboard can 

be exported to a PDF report. 

The following figures displays the execution flows for creating and displaying a dashboard. 
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Figure 3-17: Dashboard creation sequence diagram 
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Figure 3-18: Dashboard display sequence diagram 

 

3.10.2 Updates from components design and APIs v3.00 

The update from the previous version is that the Dashboard Builder component can provide through its 

User Interface the ability to create map visualisations that consist of multiple different layers which are 

displayed at the same time and can be managed by the end-user. Moreover, it offers the ability to edit 

or delete an already created dashboard. 

 

3.10.3 Requirements met 

The Dashboard Builder addresses the following requirements: 

3. DU-TR-5: Dashboard Builder facilitates the creation of static and dynamic dashboards and 

reports. 

4. DU-TR-6: Dashboard Builder allows users to export the list of user’s dashboards through its 

interface. 

Updates from v3.00 
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• No updates were introduced. 

 

3.10.4 Performance indicators 

The Dashboard Builder is a component that its performance is mainly depended on this of other 

components. Since a dashboard usually includes a set of visualisations, the time needed to be fully 

displayed is related to the time needed for the visualisations to be displayed, which also depend on the 

size of the query or Dataframe used to collect the data. More visualisations may require more time to 

be displayed, but since each visualisation is a different HTTP request on the Visualiser interfaces, they 

are generated in parallel. The note widgets with custom text or images do not affect the performance 

noticeably. 

Updates from v3.00 

• No updates were introduced. 

 

3.10.5 Technologies and Tools 

The BDO Dashboard Builder is developed as a Django 1.11 application with Python 2.7 and it uses 

Bootstrap 3 and jQuery 3.1 for handling front-end demands. Also, the JavaScript library Angular-

Gridster53 is used in the component for creating a dynamic dashboard consisting of configurable 

windows, panels etc. which can be resized and reallocated, resulting in a fully responsive and live 

environment. 

For the WYSIWYG editor, the Django CK-Editor 54is the additional tool that is used in the component 

with a view to giving the user the opportunity to write down custom notes regarding the created 

dashboard in a rich editor. 

Updates from v3.00 

• No updates were introduced. 

 

3.10.6 Interfaces 

Updates from v3.00 

• Interfaces to edit / delete an existing dashboard were introduced. 

It should be noted that the documentation of the interfaces using the Swagger framework is also 

available as Annex III in the current deliverable. 

The following tables document the internal interfaces of the Dashboard Builder: 

List the available dashboards 

Description 
Retrieve a list of all the dashboards that are available on the 
BigDataOcean platform.  

                                                

53 Angular-Gridster, https://github.com/ManifestWebDesign/angular-gridster 

54 Django CK-Editor, https://github.com/django-ckeditor/django-ckeditor 
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HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/dashboards/list/ 

Parameters - 

Request Body - 

Table 3-96: List available dashboards interface 

 

Display a dashboard 

Description Retrieves and displays the selected dashboard to the user. 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/dashboards/view_dashboard/{dashboard_id}/ 

Parameters dashboard_id: The identifier of the dashboard to be displayed 

Request Body - 

Table 3-97: Display a dashboard interface 

 

Create/ Save a dashboard 

Description 
Creates and saves a new dashboard along with all the necessary 

information that can later be used to display it. 

HTTP Method POST 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/dashboards/save/ 

Parameters - 

Request Body 

{ ‘title’ : title1 , 

‘0’ : [‘url0’ , ‘sizeX1’ ,‘sizeY1’ ,’row1’ , ‘col1’  ,’widgetTitle1’ , 
‘noteData1’] 

‘1’ : [‘url1’ , ‘sizeX2’ ,‘sizeY2’ ,’row2’ , ‘col2’  ,’widgetTitle2’ , 

‘noteData2’] 

} 

 

title : This is the title of the dashboard as presented to the user. 

Note: 

url:  - 

sizeX: This is the width of the created widget. 

sizeY: This is the height of the created widget. 

row: This represents the row in the grid that the widget is located. 

col: This represents the column in the grid that the widget is located. 

http://server_ip:port/login
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widgetTitle: - 

noteData: This is the html contained in the note widget. 

 

Visualisation: 

url:  This is the url that is used to send a request for a new 

visualisation.   

sizeX: This is the width of the created widget. 

sizeY: This is the height of the created widget. 

row: This represents the row in the grid that the widget is located. 

col: This represents the column in the grid that the widget is located. 

widgetTitle: This is the title of the created widget in the dashboard. 

noteData: - 

 

Table 3-98: Create/ Save a dashboard interface 

 

Edit / Save a dashboard 

Description 
Edits and saves an existing dashboard along with all the necessary 

information that can later be used to display it. 

HTTP Method POST 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/dashboards/save/{dashboard_id}/ 

Parameters dashboard_id: The identifier of the dashboard to be edited 

Request Body Same as above 

Table 3-99: Edit / Save a dashboard interface 

 

Delete a dashboard 

Description Deletes an existing dashboard. 

HTTP Method DELETE 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/dashboards/delete/{dashboard_id}/ 

Parameters dashboard_id: The identifier of the dashboard to be deleted 

Request Body - 

Table 3-100: Delete a dashboard interface 
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3.11 Anonymiser 

3.11.1 Design and functionalities 

The Anonymiser is an offline tool with the purpose of data anonymisation. The core functionalities 

of the Anonymiser are the following: 

• It deals with privacy issues and eliminates the risk of unintended disclosure and protects 

sensitive personal data. 

• It deals with sensitive attributes in a way that privacy threats like attribute disclosure or identity 

disclosure are handled properly. 

The Anonymiser receives datasets from the data sources in order to offer an effective way of filtering 

the original data upon the user needs. For this reason, the user is able to choose various anonymisation 

mappings on the fields of the original dataset. The output of the anonymised datasets are offered to 

the user for further exploitation, including offering the anonymised data through API using private API 

keys. 

Figure 3-19 displays the execution flow of the Anonymiser. 

 

Figure 3-19: Anonymiser Sequence Diagram 

3.11.2 Updates from components design and APIs v3.00 

No updates were introduced in terms of design and functionalities from the previous version. 

 

3.11.3 Requirements met 

The Anonymiser does not meet any specific technical requirements from the pilots since it was not 

deemed a necessity during the stakeholders’ needs’ analysis to anonymise sensitive information. 

Nevertheless, the Anonymiser has been included as an optional component, because such a need may 

arise in the future, and thus the delivery of such a tool may be deemed beneficial for a stakeholder 

wishing to share a data source through the BDO platform. 
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Updates from v3.00 

• No updates were introduced. 

 

3.11.4 Performance indicators 

The Anonymiser is an optional offline tool that is used on the client side only. The anonymiser performs 

database calls to query the data and the metadata (table schemas) of the original non-anonymised 

dataset. The performance of retrieving the original entries and the mapping possibilities depends 

entirely on the performance of the original database management system setup in the local system 

(postgresql, mysql). The anonymisation process is executed on-the-fly and its performance depends on 

the individual performance hit of each anonymisation function that was selected from the user for each 

dataset field/ column (suppression, aggregation, user-defined functions).  

Updates from v3.00 

• No updates were introduced. 

 

3.11.5 Technologies and tools 

The offline anonymisation tool is based is based on Anonymiser, an anonymisation and persona-building 

tool, developed in the context of the European project CloudTeams55.  

It allows users to customise the level of anonymisation per data field, i.e. sensitive data fields can be 

completely stripped out or suppressed from the output with asterisks or can be generalised. With the 

generalisation mapping, individual values of input data fields are replaced by a broader category. For 

example, the value '15' of the attribute 'Age' may be replaced by ' ≤ 18', the value '23' by '20 < Age ≤ 

30'. A pseudonimity functionality is also available to hide personal information and all data fields can 

be masked with ranged data. The offline anonymisation tool is written in Python, using the Django web 

framework. 

Updates from v3.00 

• No updates were introduced. 

 

3.11.6 Interfaces 

Updates from v3.00 

• No updates were introduced. 

The Anonymiser offers the following API method.  

Anonymised data (Secret Key, Parameters) 

Endpoint Name Retrieve anonymised data 

                                                

55 CloudTeams Anonymiser, https://github.com/epu-ntua/Anonymizer 
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Description 

The Anonymiser API allows a user to retrieve the anonymised data 

of an original data source based on the anonymisation mappings 
that were set by the user 

HTTP Method GET 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip: anonymizer/api/<secret key>/<parameters> 

Parameters 

 

Parameter Type Description 

limit int The limit on the results of the data 

offset int The offset for starting to display the 

data 

count int Return the number of returned rows 

Filters on 

properties 

string Filters the returned rows based on 

the filter selected (e.g. age>30) 
 

Request Body - 

Output The anonymised data in JSON format 

Table 3-101: Anonymiser interface 

3.12 Cleanser 

3.12.1 Design and functionalities 

The Cleanser is an optional offline tool addressing the data cleansing requirements of the stakeholders 

of the BigDataOcean platform. It can be deployed on the client side as a local web service ensuring 

that proprietary and sensitive data are not exposed outside the client’s premises. The Cleanser 

implements the processes that assure that the datasets received by the platform are clean and complete 

according to the standards set by the platform. Within this context, the core functionalities of the 

Cleanser are the following: 

• Identify incomplete, inaccurate, incorrect and irrelevant records from datasets with the aim of 

providing the necessary actions to replace, modify or delete erroneous records. 

• Handle duplicate and missing entries in order to safeguard the appropriateness and reliability 

of the information provided in the dataset. 

• Perform the data cleaning process that detects and corrects (or even remove) corrupted or 

inaccurate records from a dataset in order to assure that the data are consistent, complete and 

accurate.  

The purpose of the Cleanser is to provide the assurance on the consistency of the datasets stored in 

the platform although they are originating from various heterogeneous data sources. The Cleanser is 

focusing on the assurance of the data integrity, data accuracy, data precision and data reliability. The 

Cleanser provides several functionalities in the course of the execution of the data cleaning process, 

which include the data identification and analysis of the content, the selection of the part of the dataset 

to be cleansed and the specification of the cleansing parameters and rules from a list of predefined 

operations. 
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The execution flow of the offline cleansing process of the Cleanser is the following: 

• The user defines the data structure of the dataset that will be used in the cleansing process. 

• The user uploads the datasets the Cleanser that will be used in the cleansing process. 

• An analysis and data identification is executed in the Cleanser internally. 

• The cleansing process is executed according to the predefined rules and corrective actions. 

• The produced cleansed data are provided back to the user. 

Figure 3-20 displays the execution flow of Cleanser. 

 

Figure 3-20: Cleanser sequence diagram 

3.12.2 Updates from components design and APIs v3.00 

In the updated version the Cleanser offers a complete set of interfaces that enable the overall execution 

of cleansing process through a series of API calls. 

3.12.3 Requirements met 

The Cleanser will address the following requirements: 

1. DC-TR-1: The Cleanser facilitates the effective and efficient cleansing of the datasets (e.g. 

remove duplicates, inconsistent values, identify outliers, values with wrong types). 

2. DC-TR-3: The Cleanser enables the cleansing processes in the course of data curation. 

3. DC-TR-6: The Cleanser is offered as an offline tool that can be used on the client side. 

Updates from v3.00 

• No updates were introduced. 

 

3.12.4 Performance indicators 

The Cleanser is an optional offline tool that can be used on the client side. The performance of the tool 

is not affecting the overall performance of the platform, as it will be performed as a standalone process 

executed in the environment of the client. Nevertheless, in the design and specification of the Cleanser, 

the performance of the cleansing process was taken under consideration. 
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Updates from v3.00 

• No updates were introduced. 

 

3.12.5 Technologies and Tools 

For the development of the Cleanser component Python 3.5 is utilised along with the Flask Python 

micro web framework. Flask is a powerful Python framework which is based on two well-established 

tools, namely the Werkzeug56 toolkit and the Jinja257 template engine. Flask supports a large list of 

extensions for application features and integration with a large variety of Python libraries and tools.  

In addition to Flask, a list of libraries is utilised in order to support the envisioned functionalities of the 

Cleanser such as the Pandas library for data structure handling and NumPy58 for numerical 

computations. 

Updates from v3.00 

• No updates were introduced. 

 

3.12.6 Interfaces 

Updates from v3.00 

• The Cleanser incorporates a complete list of interfaces. 

 

In the following tables document all interfaces offered by Cleanser are documented. 

Dataset upload 

Description Upload the dataset that will used in the cleansing process 

HTTP Method POST 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/cleaner/api/clean 

Parameters - 

Request Body 
dataset: The dataset that will be used in the cleansing process in 
JSON format 

Table 3-102: Cleanser dataset upload interface 

 

Add a new data provider 

Description Addition of a new data provider 

                                                

56 Werkzeug, http://werkzeug.pocoo.org/ 

57 Jinja2, http://jinja.pocoo.org/ 

58 NumPy, http://www.numpy.org/ 
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HTTP Method POST 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/datasets/provider 

Parameters - 

Request Body provider: The provider’s name 

Table 3-103: Cleanser add new data provider interface 

 

Update existing provider 

Description Update of an existing data provider 

HTTP Method PUT 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/datasets/provider 

Parameters - 

Request Body 
provider: The existing provider’s name 

new_provider: The new data provider’s name 

Table 3-104: Cleanser update existing data provider interface 

 

Delete a  provider 

Description Delete of an existing data provider 

HTTP Method DELETE 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/datasets/provider 

Parameters - 

Request Body provider: The provider’s name 

Table 3-105: Cleanser delete data provider interface 

 

Add a new dataset 

Description Addition of a new dataset 

HTTP Method POST 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/datasets/dataset 

Parameters - 
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Request Body 
provider: The provider’s name 

dataset_name: the dataset name 

Table 3-106: Cleanser add new dataset interface 

 

Update an existing dataset 

Description Update an existing dataset 

HTTP Method PUT 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/datasets/dataset 

Parameters - 

Request Body 

provider: The provider’s name 

dataset_name: The dataset name 

dataset_new_name: New dataset name 

Table 3-107: Cleanser update an existing dataset 

 

Delete a dataset 

Description Delete a dataset 

HTTP Method DELETE 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/datasets/dataset 

Parameters - 

Request Body 
provider: The provider’s name 

dataset_name: The dataset name 

Table 3-108: Cleanser delete a dataset 

 

Add a new variable 

Description Addition of a new variable 

HTTP Method POST 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/datasets/variable 

Parameters - 

Request Body 

provider: The provider’s name 

dataset_name: The dataset name 

variable_name: The variable name 
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Table 3-109: Cleanser add new variable interface 

Update an existing variable 

Description Update of an existing variable 

HTTP Method PUT 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/datasets/variable 

Parameters - 

Request Body 

provider: The provider’s name 

dataset_name: The dataset name 

variable_name: The variable name 

variable_new_name: The new variable name 

Table 3-110: Cleanser update an existing variable 

 

Delete a variable 

Description Delete a variable from a dataset 

HTTP Method DELETE 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/datasets/variable 

Parameters - 

Request Body 

provider: The provider’s name 

dataset_name: The dataset name 

variable_name: The variable name 

Table 3-111: Cleanser delete a variable interface 

 

Add a new validation rule 

Description Addition of a new validation rule 

HTTP Method POST 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/rules/validation 

Parameters - 

Request Body 

provider: The provider’s name 

dataset_name: The dataset name 

variable_name: The variable name 

validation_rule: The validation rule 

Table 3-112: Cleanser add a new validation rule interface 
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Update an existing validation rule 

Description Update of an existing validation rule 

HTTP Method PUT 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/rules/validation 

Parameters - 

Request Body 

provider: The provider’s name 

dataset_name: The dataset name 

variable_name: The variable name 

validation_rule: The validation rule 

Table 3-113: Cleanser update an existing validation rule interface 

 

Delete a validation rule 

Description Deletion of a validation rule 

HTTP Method DELETE 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/rules/validation 

Parameters - 

Request Body 

provider: The provider’s name 

dataset_name: The dataset name 

variable_name: The variable name 

validation_rule: The validation rule 

Table 3-114: Cleanser delete validation rule interface 

 

Add or update a cleansing rule 

Description Add or update an existing cleansing rule 

HTTP Method POST 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/rules/cleansing 

Parameters - 

Request Body 

provider: The provider’s name 

dataset_name: The dataset name 

variable_name: The variable name 

cleansing_rule: The cleansing rule 
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Table 3-115: Cleanser add or update cleansing rule interface 

 

Delete a cleansing rule 

Description Delete an existing cleansing rule 

HTTP Method DELETE 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/rules/cleansing 

Parameters - 

Request Body 

provider: The provider’s name 

dataset_name: The dataset name 

variable_name: The variable name 

cleansing_rule: The cleansing rule 

Table 3-116: Cleanser delete cleansing rule interface 

Add or update a missing value rule 

Description Add or update an existing missing value rule 

HTTP Method POST 

Endpoint URL http://server_ip:port/rules/missing 

Parameters - 

Request Body 

provider: The provider’s name 

dataset_name: The dataset name 

variable_name: The variable name 

missing_value_rule: The missing value rule 

Table 3-117: Cleanser add or update missing value rule interface 

 

3.13 Integrated Security Design 

3.13.1 Overview 

The BigDataOcean incorporates an integrated security design that spans across the whole platform 

and is not developed as an autonomous and individual component. This design is assuring that 

every designed component incorporates the security mechanisms and protocols identified in order to 

provide the required high-level of security as envisioned by the consortium. Moreover, this security 

design also covers all the designed workflows between the various components towards the aim of 

covering all security aspects which include security of data in storage and in transit, as well as security 

of the exposed technical interfaces. 

The security aspect of data in storage refers to any dataset or metadata stored within the BigDataOcean 

platform, particularly in Big Data Storage. The Big Data Storage is composed of two storage solutions, 

namely the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) and the Apache Hive, and one distributed SQL query 
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engine, namely the Presto. Each of these solutions offers the required level of security with a variety 

of mechanisms for authentication, access control, service level authorisation and data confidentiality 

that are utilised in order to cover this security aspect with an efficient and effective way. 

With regard to the security data in storage HDFS implements transparent, end-to-end encryption for 

data read from and written to HDFS blocks across the cluster. Blocks are transparently encrypted and 

decrypted without requiring changes to user application. Additionally, the encryption is end-to-end, 

which means that data are encrypted and decrypted only by the HDFS clients. HDFS uses the Advanced 

Encryption Standard-Counter mode (AES-CTR) encryption algorithm which supports a 128-bit 

encryption key. Since HDFS key management is external to HDFS, as HDFS never stores or has access 

to unencrypted data or the encryption keys, it is ensured that unrestricted access to both data and keys 

cannot be obtained. Thus, HDFS satisfies the two requirements for security, the security of data in 

storage and the security for data in-transit. The transparent HDFS encryption provides a lot of positive 

effects such as good performance and transparent operation of existing applications over encrypted 

data without changes. Moreover, the HDFS transparent encryption prevents attacks at the filesystem-

level and below (so-called “OS-level attacks”). The operating system and disk only interact with 

encrypted bytes, since the data is already encrypted by HDFS. 

Apache Hive runs on top of HDFS offering an abstraction layer on top of datasets residing in HDFS and 

a variety of functionalities over these datasets. Since Hive is highly integrated with HDFS it adopts all 

the security mechanisms that were described for HDFS. Additionally, Hive uses Kerberos59 as the basis 

for strong authentication and identity propagation for both users and devices. Kerberos is offering an 

authentication mechanism through the Kerberos server, also known as Key Distribution Center (KDC), 

that users and devices use as a third-party service that authenticates all involved parties. The Kerberos 

server is composed by: (a) a database holding all the users and devices along with their corresponding 

Kerberos passwords, (b) an Authentication Server (AS) that performs the initial authentication and 

issues a Ticket Granting Ticket (TGT) and (c) the Ticket Granting Server (TGS) that issues subsequent 

service tickets based on the initial Ticket Granting Ticket. Initially the user requests authentication from 

the AS and receives an encrypted TGT that the user can decrypt using his password, and for any 

subsequent request the user gets service tickets from TGS using the TGT till it expires. 

For the security aspect of data in transit which refers to any data being transferred over the internal or 

the external network of the BigDataOcean platform and that is considered nowadays as the most critical 

aspect of any platform, the consortium has selected the security mechanisms of IPsec and SSL/TLS. 

These mechanisms have been already adopted by the components of the platform wherever applicable. 

In the Integrated Security Design, the security of the technical interfaces (e.g. REST interfaces) is also 

considered. For the external technical interfaces that are exposed by the components of the platform, 

a token-based authorisation, authentication and access approval mechanism with the use of JSON Web 

Token (JWT)60 is utilised. JWT is an open standard (RFC 7519) that defines a compact and self-

contained way for securely transmitting information between parties as a JSON object. In the latest 

high-level architecture all the external interfaces have been implemented using the authentication and 

secure information exchange mechanism of JWT. 

                                                

59 Kerberos, https://web.mit.edu/kerberos/ 

60 JSON Web Tokens, https://jwt.io/ 
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The user authentication process of the platform is performed using django-allauth application, which is 

a widely used solution for user authentication in Django web applications. It offers multiple 

authentication schemes, password management and encryption, pluggable signup forms, user groups 

and more. User log-in is made over HTTPS and is required in order to access the different user 

environments of the platform and in other case the user is redirected to the login page.  

As regards the user activities within the platform, each object from the platform is associated to its 

creator. When a user creates a query instance to obtain data, then this query is associated with him 

and it is displayed only to his own list of saved queries. This is also the case about the dynamic 

dashboards, the platform services and datasets. Each dashboard/service/dataset is associated with a 

specific user and also is marked as private or public. In the services marketplace user can view and 

select only the dashboards/ services that are either associated to him, or public. Moreover, in the Query 

Designer’s User Interface, the datasets that are available for exploration are the ones to which the 

specific user has access. 

Concerning the sharing of the platform’s resources between its users, a set of dedicated interfaces have 

been created, that manage the process of requesting and then approving or denying access to a private 

resource (i.e. a private dataset). This process includes the creation of a request by a user to access a 

resource that is private and to which access is not granted. The owner of the resource gets notified 

about all the requests made for resources that he owns and then decides to approve or not each 

request. 

Moreover, as the main platform environments are designed to be Django applications, they make use 

of its multiple security and encryption mechanisms. The use of Django templates protects against cross-

site scripting (XSS) attacks and also Django’s querysets for application data offer protection against 

SQL injection. There is also cross site request forgery (CSRF) protection against users that try to execute 

actions using the credentials of another user without his knowledge. Additionally, Apache Zeppelin is 

configured properly in order to offer isolated Spark Sessions and Contexts, in order to separate the 

resources of the different notes. 

The Integrated Security Design addresses the following requirement: 

1. DS-TR-6: The Integrated Security Design offers native security and encryption mechanisms. 
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4 Conclusions 

Deliverable D4.5 documents the efforts undertaken in the context of all tasks of WP4, namely the Task 

4.1, the Task 4.2, the Task 4.3 and the Task 4.4.  

The main objective of the current deliverable was to present the final documentation of the 

BigDataOcean platform architecture, that includes all the incorporated adjustments and optimisations 

that were introduced during the development of the platform, using as a basis the previous version 

that was documented within the context of the deliverable D4.4. In addition to this, the current 

deliverable provides the final documentation with regard the design and the functionalities of the 

platform’s components, highlighting also the latest updates and refinements that were introduced on 

each component as result of the comprehensive analysis of the platform’s evaluation and the feedback 

received on the BigDataOcean platform Release 3.00 that was released in M24. 

At first, the final high-level architecture was presented. The high-level architecture contains all 

necessary updates and enhancements towards the aim of addressing all the identified user 

requirements, providing the enhanced and complete services that are offered by the platform with 

advanced security and performance. In this final documentation, the role of every component of the 

platform is presented focusing on their functionalities, as well as the interactions between them. 

Additionally, the data ingestion mechanism of the platform was presented, providing the details of the 

implementation of the mechanism as well as the flow of information between the involved components. 

Furthermore, in the current deliverable the final documentation of the platform’s components was 

presented. For each component, the final documentation containing the complete information in terms 

of design and functionalities was presented and the interactions between the components was 

presented in the form of sequence diagrams. Furthermore, for each component the list of addressed 

requirements was documented, and the performance indicators were presented. Moreover, the list of 

the technologies and tools that are used by each component, as well as the provided technical interfaces 

that enabled their integration into the BigDataOcean platform, were documented. 

Deliverable D4.5 concludes all activities performed in this work package and provides the complete and 

final documentation that will drive the implementation and the release of the BigDataOcean Platform 

Final Release, which constitutes as the release of the final version of the BigDataOcean platform that 

will be delivered on M30. 
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Annex I: Mapping Requirements to Components 

 

Code Technology Requirement Priority Components 

Responsible 

DAC-TR-1 The system should be able to connect and 

acquire data from sensors and IoT devices of 

different manufacturers in real-time or intervals. 

Medium File Handler  

DAC-TR-2 The system should be able to obtain data from 

AIS receivers, transponders or base stations. 

High File Handler 

DAC-TR-3 The system should be able to acquire data from 

large and popular oceanographic databases 

including Copernicus through APIs. 

High Big Data Framework & 

Storage 

DAC-TR-4 The system should be able to upload big data 

datasets on BigDataOcean infrastructure. 

High Big Data Framework & 

Storage 

DAC-TR-5 The system should be able to link big data 

sources to BigDataOcean Infrastructure. 

High Harmonisation Tool 

DAN-TR-1 The system should be able to perform big data 

analytic algorithms on the data stored/ linked in 

the BigDataOcean platform including descriptive, 

predictive, and prescriptive analytics. 

High Service Builder 

DAN-TR-2 The system should be able to save results of the 

analyses as datasets that can be further analysed 

with other algorithms. 

High Service Builder 

DAN-TR-3 The data analysis framework should be 

performed on a scalable cluster-computing 

framework, programming entire clusters with 

implicit data parallelism and fault-tolerance. 

High Big Data Framework & 

Storage, Service 

Builder 

DAN-TR-4 The BDO analytics should have the capability to 

perform streaming analytics. 

Medium The consortium has 

decided to focus on the 

requirements with high 

priority for the final 

stable release of the 

platform and this 

requirement will be 

addressed in a 

forthcoming release of 

the platform. 
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DC-TR-1 The system should be able to cleanse the 

datasets (e.g. remove duplicates, inconsistent 

values, identify outliers, values with wrong 

types). 

Medium Cleanser 

DC-TR-2 The system should be able to curate large scale 

(big data) datasets in a timely and efficient 

manner. 

Medium Big Data Framework & 

Storage, File Parser 

DC-TR-3 The system should be able to store the processes 

followed for the data curation. 

Medium Cleanser, 

Harmonisation Tool 

DC-TR-4 The system should allow for the efficient 

transformation of data: converting values to 

other formats, normalising and de-normalising. 

Medium File Parser 

DC-TR-5 The system should be able to program the 

semantic curation/ reconciliation of datasets. 

Medium Vocabulary Repository 

DC-TR-6 The data curation tools can be used offline on the 

client side. 

Medium Cleanser 

DC-TR-7 The system should be able to parse and 

normalise data in structured format (for example 

NetCDF files). 

High File Parser, 

Harmonisation Tool 

DC-TR-8 The system should be able to parse and 

normalise data in semi-structured format (for 

example CSV, Excel, KML files). 

High File Parser, 

Harmonisation Tool 

DS-TR-1 The system should be able to store and manage 

large datasets (big data). 

High Big Data Framework & 

Storage, File Handler 

DS-TR-2 Setup of different data storage environments 

should be allowed in parallel in order to 

accommodate different storage needs (Relational 

Databases, NoSQL, TripleStores). 

High Big Data Framework & 

Storage 

DS-TR-3 The system should a have high degree of 

scalability. 

High Big Data Framework & 

Storage 

DS-TR-4 The system should allow for replication and high 

availability with no single point of failure. 

High Big Data Framework & 

Storage 

DS-TR-5 The system should support distributed storage 

and auto-sharing. 

Medium Big Data Framework & 

Storage 

DS-TR-6 The system should offer native security and 

encryption mechanisms. 

High Integrated Security 

Design, Access 

Controller 
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DS-TR-7 The system should have a direct pipeline with the 

chosen cluster computing framework and 

analytics engine. 

Medium Big Data Framework & 

Storage 

DS-TR-8 The system should be able to optimise the 

storage of spatio-temporal data facilitating their 

more efficient query execution. 

High Big Data Framework & 

Storage 

DU-TR-1 The system should be able to perform simple and 

advanced queries over the stored big data. 

High Query Designer 

DU-TR-2 The system should be able to visualise stored and 

real-time data using common chart types (bar 

chart, line chart, pie chart, etc.). 

High Visualiser 

DU-TR-3 The visualisations should be linked to the queries 

performed over the data. 

High Visualiser 

DU-TR-4 The system should be able to visualise statistics, 

real-time data and spatial datasets. 

High Visualiser 

DU-TR-5 The system should be able to create and save 

static and dynamic dashboards and reports. 

High Dashboard Builder 

DU-TR-6 The system should be able to export data and 

results of visualisations through APIs. 

High Dashboard Builder 

DU-TR-7 The system should be able to perform simple and 

advanced queries over different dataset 

originating from different source formats. 

High Query Designer 

DU-TR-8 The system should be able to perform spatio-

temporal query execution 

High Query Designer 
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Annex II: Mapping Components to Requirements 

 

Component 
Requirement 

Code 
Requirement Description 

Anonymiser N/A 

The Anonymiser currently does not address any 

specific technical requirements, nevertheless it has 

been included as an optional component because 

such a need may arise in the future for the provision 

of a service through the platform. 

Cleanser 

 

DC-TR-1 

The system should be able to cleanse the datasets 

(e.g. remove duplicates, inconsistent values, identify 

outliers, values with wrong types). 

DC-TR-3 
The system should be able to store the processes 

followed for the data curation. 

DC-TR-6 
The data curation tools can be used offline at the 

client side. 

Vocabulary Repository DC-TR-5 
The system should be able to program the semantic 

curation/ reconciliation of datasets. 

Harmonisation Tool 

 

DAC-TR-5 
The system should be able to link big data sources to 

BigDataOcean Infrastructure. 

DC-TR-3 
The system should be able to store the processes 

followed for the data curation. 

DC-TR-5 
The system should be able to program the semantic 

curation/ reconciliation of datasets. 

DC-TR-6 
The data curation tools can be used offline at the 

client side. 

 DC-TR-7 
The system should be able to parse and normalise 

data in structured format (for example NetCDF files). 

 DC-TR-8 

The system should be able to parse and normalise 

data in semi-structured format (for example CSV, 

Excel, KML files). 

Big Data Framework & 

Storage 

 

DAC-TR-3 

The system should be able to acquire data from large 

and popular oceanographic databases including 

Copernicus through APIs. 

DAC-TR-4 
The system should be able to upload big data 

datasets on BigDataOcean infrastructure. 
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DAN-TR-3 

The data analysis framework should be performed on 

a scalable cluster-computing framework, 

programming entire clusters with implicit data 

parallelism and fault-tolerance. 

DC-TR-2 
The system should be able to curate large scale (big 

data) datasets in a timely and efficient manner. 

DS-TR-1 
The system should be able to store and manage large 

datasets (big data). 

DS-TR-2 

Setup of different data storage environments should 

be allowed in parallel in order to accommodate 

different storage needs (Relational Databases, 

NoSQL, TripleStores). 

DS-TR-3 The system should have high degree of scalability. 

DS-TR-4 
The system should allow for replication and high 

availability with no single point of failure. 

DS-TR-5 
The system should support distributed storage and 

auto-sharing. 

DS-TR-7 

The system should have a direct pipeline with the 

chosen cluster computing framework and analytics 

engine. 

 

DS-TR-8 The system should be able to optimise the storage of 

spatio-temporal data facilitating their more efficient 

query execution 

File Handler DS-TR-1 
The system should be able to store and manage large 

datasets (big data). 

 

DAC-TR-1 The system should be able to connect and acquire 

data from sensors and IoT devices of different 

manufacturers in real-time or intervals. 

 
DAC-TR-2 The system should be able to obtain data from AIS 

receivers, transponders or base stations. 

File Parser 

 

DC-TR-2 
The system should be able to curate large scale (big 

data) datasets in a timely and efficient manner. 

DC-TR-7 
The system should be able to parse and normalise 

data in structured format (for example NetCDF files). 

DC-TR-8 

The system should be able to parse and normalise 

data in semi-structured format (for example CSV, 

Excel, KML files). 
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DC-TR-4 The system should allow for the efficient 

transformation of data: converting values to other 

formats, normalising and de-normalising. 

Query Designer DU-TR-1 
The system should be able to perform simple and 

advanced queries over the stored big data. 

 

DU-TR-7 The system should be able to perform simple and 

advanced queries over different dataset originating 

from different source formats. 

 
DU-TR-8 The system should be able to perform spatio-

temporal query execution 

Service Builder 

 
DAN-TR-1 

The system should be able to perform big data 

analytic algorithms on the data stored/ linked in the 

BigDataOcean platform including descriptive, 

predictive, and prescriptive analytics. 

 

DAN-TR-2 The system should be able to save results of the 

analyses as datasets that can be further analysed 

with other algorithms. 

 DAN-TR-3 

The data analysis framework should be performed on 

a scalable cluster-computing framework, 

programming entire clusters with implicit data 

parallelism and fault-tolerance. 

Visualiser 

 

DU-TR-2 

The system should be able to visualise stored and 

real-time data using common chart types (bar chart, 

line chart, pie chart, etc.). 

DU-TR-3 
The visualisations should be linked to the queries 

performed over the data. 

DU-TR-4 
The system should be able to visualise statistics, real-

time data and spatial datasets. 

Access Controller DS-TR-6 
The system should offer native security and 

encryption mechanisms. 

Dashboard Builder 

DU-TR-5 
The system should be able to create and save static 

and dynamic dashboards and reports. 

DU-TR-6 
The system should be able to export data and results 

of visualisations through APIs. 

Integrated Security 

Design 
DS-TR-6 

The system should offer native security and 

encryption mechanisms. 
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Annex III: Swagger API documentation 

Within the context of the BigDataOcean platform, the documentation of the interfaces implement in the 

platform are documented using Swagger framework. Although the documentation of the interfaces 

described in the corresponding subsections of Section 3 has been completed, the consortium decided 

that this documentation will remain private and will not be accessible to the users. 

 

The following figures illustrate the private documentation of the interfaces using Swagger. 

 

 

BigDataOcean Services interface 1 
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BigDataOcean Services interface 2 

 

 

BigDataOcean Services interface 3 
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File Handler interface 1 

 

File Handler interface 2 
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File Handler interface 3 

 

 

Vocabulary Repository 1 
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Vocabulary interface 2 

 

 

Harmonisation Tool interface 1 
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Harmonisation Tool interface 2 


